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ABSTRACT 
 

Globalization and technology improvements have exposed companies to a 

situation with though competition in which they need to innovate and challenge 

conventional practices more than ever before, In fact the global uncertainty facing 

organization is greater than it has ever been and the need to share ideas and challenge 

within the corporate environment is a pre-requisite for survival, that is why a silent 

revolution is taking place in how technology is being leveraged inside the organizations 

to facilitate intra company communication, some of this is very obvious including wide 

spread use of information technologies such as expeditious data processing abilities, 

configurable platforms, networking, Internet, e-mail, fax, teleconferencing and so on. 

Information Technology researchers have studied these developments as innovations ~ 

ideas, processes, or objects new to a potential innovator or adaptor. 

In this regard, the technology readiness construct refers to people�s propensity to 

embrace and use new technologies for accomplishing goals in home life and at work. The 

construct can be viewed as an overall state of mind resulting from a gestalt of mental 

enablers and inhibitors that collectively determine a person's predisposition to use new 

technologies. (Parasuraman 2000) 

The purpose of this study has been to investigate the technology readiness of staff 

of a multi national chemical company operating in Iran, the result reveled that the 

medium to higher level of staffs are quiet technology savvy though company has not yet 

implemented its integrated ERP system. Staffs have managed to well streamline their 

activities within the global network of the company with the help of Internet. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

Since IBM's announcement of the personal computer in 1983, an unprecedented 

number of new information technologies have been developed and deployed in industry. 

No facet of organizational life has been untouched; from the mail room to the board 

room, information technology facilitates work. Increasingly, organization boundaries blur 

as outsourcing becomes more common and the use of electronic communication networks 

support inter organizational document exchanges. Architectures relating to 

telecommunications technology, applications technology, and information technology 

support the onrushing information age. Each of these architectures has its own hardware, 

software, and organizational change potentials. Current examples of technological and 

organizational innovations include multimedia, object-oriented methods and languages, 

data administration, imaging systems and software, chief information officers (CIOs), 
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inter-organizational electronic data interchange (EDI) networks, and ERP systems, 

information technology (IT) researchers have studied these and many other developments 

as innovations ~ ideas, processes, or objects new to a potential innovator or adopter. 

 In fact IT is widely regarded as an enabler of organizational change (Hammer 

and Champy, 1993). And the effective utilization of IT for organizational change includes 

the successful adoption and introduction of IT solutions for changing organizational 

processes. 

In this respect diffusion activities that facilitate appropriate IT deployment within 

an organization include those associated with adaptation, which consists of IT 

development and installation, design and implementation of organizational procedures, 

and the training of organizational members (Klein & Sorra, 1996; Cooper & Zmud, 

1990). 

As illustrated at the top of the below Figure, prior to adaptation, an IT has been 

identified as a solution to an organizational problem and a decision has been made to 

bring this solution into existence (initiation and adoption at the organizational level). 

After adaptation, organizational effort is employed to get organizational members to use 

the IT (acceptance or adoption at the individual level) so that it becomes a routine part of 

organizational work (routinization). 
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Figure 1: Cooper & Zmud (1990) Model 

(*Shaded Area represents uncertainty & equivocality regarding adaptation stage 

activities. Oval represents uncertainty & equivocality threshold required to complete 

adaptation stage activities.) 

 

Additional organizational effort may also be employed in order to find ways and 

means to use the IT to its fullest potential (infusion). Effective adaptation of 

organizational IT (i.e., IT that cross functional boundaries) requires appropriate 
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interaction among IT staff and potential IT users. The innovation diffusion literature 

suggests that information processing is important in this interaction, indicating that intra-

organizational innovation diffusion is in large part a process of information seeking 

and/or processing (Agarwal & Prasad, 1998; Brancheau & Wetherbe, 1990; Rogers 

1995). For example, information processing is employed to develop attitudes that are 

supportive of particular innovations by facilitating the transfer, dissemination, and 

promotion of compatible norms, values and expectations (Dewett, 2001; Hargadon & 

Douglas, 2001), to achieve necessary skill, role, and process modification (Nault et al., 

1997; Tornatzky & Fleischer, 1990), and to attain the cross-functional collaboration often 

needed to achieve necessary organizational and IT adjustments (Galbraith, 1994; Rogers, 

1995; Van de Ven, 1986). As argued by Orlikowski (2000), people modify technologies 

and their conceptions of technology with �stabilization� being achieved through processes 

of negotiation, persuasion, and debate. 

In general, information seeking and processing during adaptation are aimed at the 

reduction of uncertainty and equivocality, because early in adaptation it is often unclear 

what the IT is to do, how it is to do it, what organizational (re)design will be required, 

and how to train members (see shaded component of Figure ). These issues must be 

resolved (i.e., equivocality and uncertainty must be reduced) in order to appropriately 

develop and install the IT as well as to design and install appropriate organizational 

policies and procedures and train organizational members, 

Also employees can be reluctant to accept and integrate technology into their 

work lives, especially when they perceive, rightly or wrongly, that the technology will 

substitute for human labor and perhaps eliminate their job. Even when this is not the case, 

employees are often reluctant to embrace technology simply because they do not want to 

change or do not see the value in learning the new technology. 

1.1 Technology Readiness 
 

The technology-readiness construct refers to people�s propensity to embrace and 

use new technologies for accomplishing goals in home life and at work. The construct can 
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be viewed as an overall state of mind resulting from a gestalt of mental enablers and 

inhibitors that collectively determine a person's predisposition to use new technologies. 

(Parasuraman 2000) 

Research on the determinants and consequences of adopting new technologies has 

gone on for decades. The area of telecommunications is a case in point. Scholars started 

studying telecommunications affect on and implications for society more than a quarter 

century ago, when the field was in its infancy relative to what it is today (Short,Williams, 

and Christie 1976). However, new technologies are now proliferating through various 

facets of every day life at a much faster rate than ever before. For instance, whereas the 

automobile took 55 years to achieve 25% ownership among the population, cellular 

telephones took only 13 years to reach the same level of ownership (Berry 1999). 

Ironically, although new technologies have been penetrating the population at increasing 

rates, ample anecdotal as well as survey-based evidence suggests signs of growing 

consumer frustration and disillusionment (e.g., Alsop 1999; Mossberg 1999). Consider 

PCs. According to an Arbitron New Media survey of 5,500 U.S. households, although 

home penetration of PCs increased from 29% to 54% between 1995 and 1999, the 

percentage of adult consumers (ages 16 to 74) who said they were using their home PCs 

declined from 90% to 53% during the same period ("PC Usage in Homes" 1999). A 

plausible explanation for the inverse relationship between penetration and use rates is that 

more recent adopters of new technologies may not be as technology savvy as are early 

adopters and, therefore, may not be avid users. Another plausible reason is product 

complexity coupled with a lack of user-friendly instructions and support service. 

According to Robert Mc-Conochie, Arbitron NewMedias research director, the patience 

factor is wearing thin (PC Usage in Homes 1999). 

 

1.2. Background 
 

If we look back just ten to 15 years, we see how technology has been the basic 

force behind service innovations we now take for granted. Automated voice mail, 
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interactive voice response systems, FAX machines, ATMs, and other commonplace 

services which were only possible because of new technologies. Just think how 

dramatically different our world would be without these basic technology services. 

More recently, we have seen the explosion of the Internet, resulting in a host of 

new services. Internet-based companies like Amazon.com and E-Bay offer services 

previously unheard of. And established companies find that the Internet provides a way 

to offer new services as well (Willcocks, 2001). For example, Dow Jones, the publisher 

of The Wall Street Journal, offers an Interactive Edition, allowing customers to organize 

the newspaper's content to suit their individual preferences and needs. 

MeritaNordbanken, in Scandinavia, found it could be successful in introducing 

an Internet-based bill-paying service for its customers, helping them efficiently 

accomplish a necessary task that most customers disliked doing. 

As we look forward, many new technology services are on the horizon. For 

example, some project that the ``connected car'' will allow people to access all kinds of 

existing and new services while on the road. Already many cars are equipped with map 

and routing software that direct drivers to specific locations. In the future, in-car systems 

may provide recommendations for shopping by informing drivers when they are within a 

certain number of miles of their preferred retailer. On a road trip, the system may 

provide weather forecasts and warnings and, when it is time to stop for the night, the 

car's system could book a room at a nearby hotel and recommend a restaurant and make 

reservations for dinner. 

The mobile Internet is also likely to result in new service offerings. Small screens 

and clumsy controls mean that cell-phone access to the Internet is less desirable than 

other points of access. However, accessing the Web via cell phones is certainly a 

possibility today and, in fact; it is a reality in many countries in Europe and in Japan, 

where cell phone usage is greater than in the USA.  In Finland, for example, consumers 

can charge vending machine and gasoline purchases through their cell phones. And, in 
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Europe and Japan, marketers are experimenting with some success in delivering 

advertising messages via cell phones. 

In addition to providing opportunities for new service offerings, technology is 

providing vehicles for delivering existing services in more accessible, convenient and 

productive ways. Technology facilitates basic customer service functions (bill paying, 

questions, checking account records, tracking orders), transactions (both retail and 

business-to- business), and learning or information seeking.  

In the financial services field, Charles Schwab transformed itself from a 

traditional broker to an online financial services company that currently conducts more 

than two-thirds of its customer transactions online. 

GEPolymerland is General Electric's successful B-to-B online resins marketplace. 

A significant percentage of all of GE's resin sales are handled through the site and 

almost all of those online orders go directly into the information-management system 

without human intervention. And technology giant, Cisco Systems, virtually offers all of 

its customer service and ordering functions to its business customers via technology. 

Over 90 percent of its transactions with customers are completed online. 

Technology has changed the face of customer service forever. We have moved 

from face-to-face service, to telephone-based service to widespread use of interactive 

voice response systems, to Internet-based customer service and now wireless.  

For employees, technology can provide tremendous support in making them more 

effective and efficient in delivering service. Customer relationship management and sales 

support software are broad categories of technology that can aid front-line employees in 

providing better service. By having immediate access to information about their product 

and service offerings as well as about particular customers, employees are better able to 

serve them. This type of information allows employees to customize services to fit the 

customer's needs. They can also be much more efficient and timely than in the old days, 
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when most customer and product information was in paper files or in the heads of sales 

and customer service representatives. 

Technology infusion results in the potential for reaching out to customers around 

the globe in ways not possible before. The Internet itself knows no boundaries and 

therefore information, customer service and transactions can occur across countries and 

across continents, reaching any customer who has access to the Web. Technology also 

allows employees of international companies to stay in touch with each other to easily 

share the information, to ask questions, and to serve on virtual teams together. All of this 

facilitates the global reach as well as the effectiveness of service businesses. 

An interesting way to look at the influence of technology is to realize that the 

Internet IS just ``one big service''. All businesses and organizations that operate on the 

Internet are essentially providing services, whether they are providing information, 

performing basic customer service functions, or facilitating transactions. The tools, 

concepts and strategies in the field of services marketing and management have direct 

applications in an Internet or e-business world. 

Of course Rust (1998) argues, all products are really services, and �most goods 

businesses now view themselves primarily as services, with the offered good being an 

important part of the service (rather than the service being an augmentation of the 

physical good)� (p. 107). In a similar vein, Bitner, Brown, and Meuter (2000), 

emphasizing the fact that virtually all firms compete on the basis of customer service and 

service offerings, propose an expanded conceptualization of services that transcends 

industry boundaries. 

So it is obvious that in this area of service based competition, Technology is 

dramatically and profoundly changing the nature of services (Zeithaml and Bitner, 2000). 

It is resulting in tremendous potential for new services offerings, offerings not imaginable 

even a decade ago. 

Technology is dramatically changing how services are delivered, and it is 

enabling both customers and employees to get and provide better, more efficient 
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customized services. Technology facilitates the global reach of services that historically 

were tied to their home locations. In fact some would say that Internet, the king of current 

technologies, is �one big service� vehicle. 

In fact companies� use of technology in selling to and serving customers is 

growing at a fast pace. Likewise, customers are dealing with products and services that 

are becoming increasingly sophisticated from a technological standpoint. 

As such, the nature of company-customer interactions is undergoing fundamental 

transformations with far-reaching implications for both companies and customers. 

For instance, a major consequence of technology�s growing role is a 

commensurate growth in self-service technologies that call for customers to interact with 

technology-based systems rather than company personnel (Bitner, Brown, and Meuter 

2000; Dabholkar 2000; Meuter et al. 2000).  

Technology enables both customers and employees to be more effective in getting 

and providing service (Bitner et al., 2000). Through ``self-service technologies'' 

customers are able to serve themselves more effectively. For example, through online 

banking, customers can access their accounts, check balances, apply for loans, shift 

money among accounts, and take care of just about any banking need they might have all 

on their own and in their own time frame without the assistance of the bank's employees. 

Wells Fargo, the first bank to offer online services in the USA, finds that its online 

customers are its most satisfied customers. These types of services are called ``self-

service technologies'' and they are proliferating across industries. 

To highlight the implications of technology induced shifts in the nature of 

customer-company interactions, Parasuraman (1996) proposed a pyramid model of 

services marketing. The pyramid model is an extension of the triangle model of services 

marketing, proposed by Kotler (1994) to capture the added complexities of marketing 

services relative to marketing goods, and is consistent with some of the ideas discussed 

by Grönroos (1996, 1998). The triangle and pyramid models are shown in Figure 1. 
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The triangle model underscores the notion that although the marketing of goods 

occurs primarily in the form of external marketing�activities pertaining to the traditional 

4 Ps (product, price, promotion, and place or distribution)�the effective marketing of 

services requires extra emphasis on two additional forms of marketing: internal and 

interactive. Internal marketing is a concept that has been discussed in the services 

literature for many years (see, for example, Berry 1981). It deals with treating service 

personnel as internal customers and providing them with appropriate training, support, 

motivation, and rewards to serve external customers well. Interactive marketing deals 

with making a good impression on customers during their encounters with service 

employees. 

Both internal and interactive marketing are consistent with the recommendations 

of Booms and Bitner  (1981) who proposed an expanded marketing mix for services by 

adding three new Ps�people, process, and physical environment to the traditional 4 Ps. 

However, these two types of marketing still do not explicitly consider the impact of 

technology. Because of the rapid infusion of technology into the process through which 

products and services are purchased and consumed, the triangle model does not 

completely capture the current complexities of services marketing. To reflect these 

complexities, the pyramid model incorporates technology as a new dimension into the 

two-dimensional triangle model and highlights three new links that need to be managed 

well to maximize marketing effectiveness: company-technology, technology-employee, 

and technology-customer (Parasuraman 1996). 
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Figure 2: Triangle and Pyramid Models of Services Marketing 

(Adapted from Parasuraman, 2000) 
 

In fact a silent revolution is taking place in how technology is being leveraged 

inside the marketing organization to facilitate intra company communication and internal 

marketing. Some of this is very obvious, including the widespread use of information 

technologies such as e-mail, fax, and teleconferencing. Indeed, technology is driving 

some fundamental changes inside corporations:  

* More and more companies are using real-time budgeting software to continuously 

fine-tune resources to adapt to changes in their markets.  
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Technology facilitates marketing success from the inside of the organization in a 

number of ways. New- found capabilities for more efficient communication serve to align 

employees and management, ensuring that they strive toward a common vision. 

Technology helps to coordinate diverse functions and departments whose collaboration is 

key to efficient marketing and optimal synergy. This newfound ability to coordinate 

increases in importance as organizations themselves becomes more complex. Technology 

also provides employees with timely information about customers and markets.  

* More and more firms are building internal networks and Intranets, offering 

opportunities to link together diverse sources of information to create marketing synergy. 

Companies now have an opportunity to manage information dissemination, ensuring a 

consistent and motivating message to all employees.  

* Using technology as an internal marketing communications tool is not restricted 

to large companies with fat budgets. Intranets.com is a free Web site that allows 

organizations to create their own communications Web site for use by internal 

communities and even collaboration with external audiences. Registered users have 

access to resources to conduct online discussions, store contact information, share 

documents, maintain a group calendar, and send updates to team members. Examples of 

some applications are linking up a geographically dispersed sales force, or coordinating 

"virtual" companies consisting of a loose network of independent businesses.  

* Technology can be used to keep management up-to- date on their state of customer 

satisfaction.  

The advent of information technology, expeditious data processing ability, 

configurable platforms, networking, the Internet and Web enabled systems has facilitated 

the rapid growth of the use of e-business in both public and private sector organizations.  

Manufacturing enterprises tend to use ERP and SCM, whereas service enterprises use 

CRM. These types of e-business applications have also been developed for SMEs. 
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1.3. Research Problem 
 

�Corporations are the dominant social institutions of our age� says Richard 

Pascale, author of Managing on Edge, According to Economist report the 300 largest 

Multi national companies control 25 percent of all the productive assets on earth, A 

company such as Philip Morris has a larger annual turn over than New Zeland�s GDP, 

half of world trade is done by multi national companies, these global firms are the new 

empires roaming and running the world. 

I want to study a multi national chemical company headquartered in Dusseldorf, It 

has a total of around 51000 employees with 80% working outside the Germany, And that 

makes it one of the most internationally aligned companies in Germany, People in 125 

countries around the world trust in brands and technologies from this company. 

As intense competition and changing customer demands are making it 

increasingly hard to keep pace, let alone thrive in today�s market place,  in 2006, The Iran 

office of this company which enjoys of a manufacturing facility with around 150 

workforces, planned to implement its ERP program to modernize the business and to ease 

the communication with the head quarter.  

The motivation behind this move is that the traditional business automation and 

legacy systems do not provide the access to the right information in a real time manner, 

and right now the company depends on costly, error-prone workarounds across multiple 

systems just to keep functioning. 

Today�s patchwork systems lock the information into silos. Maintaining these 

multiple systems is costly and prevents the staff from getting the data they need to run the 

business. 

There fore the company is now looking for an integrated, affordable, business 

management solution built from the ground up to meet the immediate and long-term 

needs of small and midsize business. 
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The new system should provide a true and unified view of operations across 

customer relationship management, manufacturing, and finance. And should allow the 

managers to stay on top of the business and provides a true and unified picture of critical, 

up-to-the minute business information across the organization. 

Of course the problem is that whether staffs are t technologically ready for such 

an IT reengineering project or not? And I intend to measure the staff technological 

readiness and compare the result with other benchmarks in order to understand and find 

the answer to the problem. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 
 

The previous chapter provided the background and problem area for this study. In 

his chapter, we present the literature which is relevant to the problem area. 

An innovation is ``an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an 

individual or other unit of adoption'' (Rogers, 1995, p. 11). The degree of the innovation 

is a subjective phenomenon; the varying degree of consumer expertise with different 

product categories will influence the perceived innovation level. 

Robertson (1971, p. 7) classifies innovations based on their impact on behavior 

and social structure into continuous, dynamically continuous, and discontinuous 

Continuous products are slight modifications to existing products and/or services (e.g. 

introducing a new flavor for toothpaste, adding more processing power to a computer), 
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whereas dynamically continuous innovations may involve the creation of a new product 

or service or modifications to existing ones (e.g. wide-screen TVs, conference calling). 

Discontinuous innovations represent the creation of previously unknown products that 

usually require a significant amount of new learning, such as digital cameras and 

videoconferencing. Lately, an additional innovation level has been proposed, namely 

multigenerational innovations that are newer versions of existing products or services, 

such as operating systems or game consoles (Kim et al., 2001; Danaher et al., 2001). The 

innovation classification scheme is of importance when considering adoption behavior 

since the innovation type will directly affect the kind of knowledge that is transferred to 

the new product/service; continuous innovations are comprehended differently from 

discontinuous ones (Moreau et al., 2001). 

Technological innovations are most likely to fall into the discontinuous 

innovation category (Moore, 1999) and can thus be regarded as knowledge intensive 

innovations. 

The knowledge needed for technological innovation comprehension is likely to be 

contingent upon the aspects of technology. 

According to Rogers (1995), technology consists both of a software and a 

hardware component; the hardware aspect embodies the technology as a material or 

physical object (e.g. computers have hardware such as semiconductors and electric 

cables) and software is the information base used (e.g. coded commands and instructions 

and other information aspects). In many instances the software part of technology is less 

observable than the hardware part, but should nevertheless be taken into consideration 

when researching technology (Rogers, 1995). The hardware-software mixture present in 

technological innovations implies that consumers might need to combine their knowledge 

from several domains for complete innovation comprehension; i.e. according to Rogers' 

distinction both hardware and software knowledge would be needed. 

The literature on the subject of consumer innovators has been dominated by three 

quite distinct approaches, namely: the early and then more recent, trait approaches; the 
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utility-awareness approach; and, the cognitive theorist�s approach, which is concerned 

with the mechanisms by which consumers process and categorize information and 

product messages against a background of pre-existing knowledge structures. Each of 

these approaches has contributed to our understanding and identification of the consumer 

innovator, yet, to date, each of these has had a considerably different emphasis and has 

tended to proceed independently of each other. 

One of the more significant decisions facing management in the marketing of 

�really new products� (RNPs) is to define accurately the very early adopter market and its 

characteristics (Ziamou, 1999). The accurate identification of early adopters and, in 

particular, consumer innovators can greatly assist management in the development and 

implementation of marketing strategies which are aimed at fostering the trial and eventual 

adoption of new products (Foxall, 1989). The earliest buyers of a product may enhance 

the likelihood of eventual success for RNP by providing valuable feedback with regard to 

the adequacy and or effectiveness of the products� features and benefits as well as initial 

revenue and a positive cash flow. These initial purchasers also usually provide positive, 

interpersonal word of mouth communication that assists in legitimizing the product for 

other adopter segments and potentially increase the speed of the RNP�s diffusion in the 

market (Goldsmith and Flynn, 1992; Robertson, 1967; Alpert, 1994). 

The seminal work of Rogers (1962) and later Robertson�s (1971) research into 

new product diffusion identified a number of adopter categories including the so-called 

innovator segment. Much reliance has been placed by marketers and advertisers on those 

characteristics that define the innovator segment and the likelihood of the segment�s 

propensity to respond to the new product. These formative studies of Rogers and 

Robertson have not, however, been without their critics. For example, while researchers 

have identified consumer innovators in terms of demographic, social, economic and 

behavioral characteristics, the attempt to define innovators according to personality traits 

has been largely unsuccessful (Foxall and Haskins, 1986). 

Most of this early work can be described as rather static in nature in that it 

attempts to identify the characteristics of the innovator rather than to conceptualize the 
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adopter as a dynamic processor of information. Recent research has emphasized a more 

cognitive-based approach (Moreau et al., 2001a, b). This has demonstrated that the 

consumer �brings to the table� previously constructed and well-developed knowledge 

structures which act to determine not only how the consumer will perceive the new 

product, but also whether they are likely to adopt it. These conceptualizations can lead to 

a more dynamic model for identifying very early adopters: by understanding how the 

potential new product adopter may react to product positioning statements. 

2.1. The Personal Characteristics Approach  
 

Much research on the diffusion of innovations has been concerned with defining 

the personal characteristics of adopters for the purposes of market segmentation 

(Gatignon and Robertson, 1991). Much of this research stems from Rogers (1962) work 

on diffusion which classified adopters into five categories based on their relative time of 

adoption from the mean. 

 
Figure 3: Rogers Adoption / Innovation Curve 
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Of the five adopter categories, the innovator segment has been the most 

researched (McDonald et al., 2003). The innovator has been described in relation to the 

other adopter categories as: venturesome, more highly educated, of higher social stature 

and income level, exhibiting opinion leadership and as engaging in heavy domain specific 

product category usage (Rogers, 1995; Robertson, 1971, 1968; Robertson and Myers, 

1969). No evidence has, however, been found to suggest that a �super-innovator� exists 

(an innovator who adopts across all product categories) (Blythe, 1999). Thus, the 

overriding conclusion is that it is better to classify innovators on a product category basis 

(Gatignon and Robertson, 1985). 

Rogers� model has, however, been criticized theoretically for its reliance on the 

temporal concept of �time-of-adoption� as a determinant of �innovativeness� (Hurt et 

al.,1977) which, it is argued, �bears no isomorphic relationship with the latent construct it 

is supposed to operationalise� (Goldsmith and Hofacker, 1991, p. 209). It has also been 

criticised methodologically for its reliance on a �purely arbitrary statistical convention� 

from which to derive adopter categories which does �nothing to indicate just who might 

make up the potential market for the new product, nor how large this market might be� 

for discontinuous innovations (McDonald et al., 2003, p. 87) and for relying on an 

operational definition which is �couched directly in terms of the measurement of 

innovativeness� creating a tautology whereby innovators are innovative if they innovate 

(Steenkamp et al., 1999, p. 56). These criticisms are far reaching in their implications as 

they suggest that the theory does not accomplish what it set out to achieve, that is, the 

development of a model with predictive power which enables marketers to identify and 

target various adopter categories throughout the product�s lifecycle, and in particular, to 

accurately identify the innovator. 

 

 2.1.1. More Recent Theories 
 

A number of other trait or personal characteristic-based approaches have been 

developed in an attempt to address some of the criticisms of Rogers� original model. 
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Midgley and Dowling (1978), in endeavoring to improve the predictive power of 

innovator identification models suggested that innovativeness consisted of a generalized 

and unobservable predisposition towards innovative behavior which operated �globally� 

across a range of product categories. Hirschman (1980) advanced this conceptualization 

through the incorporation of the concept of �consumer creativity� which was a function 

of both the density of product based inter-conceptual networks and the consumer�s 

repertoire of consumption situations and which, it was argued, enabled the innovator to 

undertake a more competent evaluation of the innovation to determine its relative 

advantages. However, it was later noted that the link between innate innovativeness and 

new product adoption was inconsistent across product categories (Im et al., 2003) and 

that innovativeness as a global construct would be of limited use for studying 

innovativeness within a specific product domain, particularly given that research has 

failed to find any significant overlap of �innovativeness� across product categories 

(Goldsmith and Hofacker, 1991). 

Information processing theorists have further segmented consumer innovators 

based on their innate information processing and problem solving approaches (Kirton, 

1976; Foxall and Haskins, 1986; Venkatraman, 1991; Im et al., 2003). Kirton (1976), for 

example, advanced an �adaption-innovation theory� which typically characterised 

consumer innovators as exhibiting either an adaptive or innovative problem solving and 

decision-making style. Extreme innovators were characterised as being more likely to 

question, redefine and revaluate their frame of reference during problem solving and 

tended to be more tolerant of ambiguity and creatively motivated whereas, extreme 

�adaptors� were identified as being more conservative and prudent in their problem 

solving processes and were limited to their previously used frames of reference (Foxall, 

1989; Foxall and Haskins, 1986). Venkatraman (1991) additionally proposed that 

innovators adopted one of three types of cognitive styles, based on the need for either 

mental stimulation or the need for novelty and visual stimulation. 

This suggests that the innovator�s �consistency in information processing. Leads 

to consistency in behavior� (Goldstein and Blackman, 1981, p. 121) hence reducing the 
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level of abstractness associated with the term �innovativeness� which characterized 

previous studies. 

Consumers often have mixed feelings regarding technological products or 

services. For example, the same person may describe e-mail as a technology-based 

service whose use enables him/her to accomplish tasks more quickly, but also prevents 

him/her accomplishing tasks more quickly. Mick and Fournier (1998) identified eight 

central paradoxes of technology products. Six of them apply equally to technology-based 

services, and are summarized, with explanatory examples in Table I. They also identified 

strategies through which consumers cope with the paradoxes. The consumption 

avoidance coping strategies (neglect, abandonment and distancing), and the consumption 

confrontative coping strategies (accommodation, partnering and mastering) appear 

especially relevant to the degree to which consumers may accept technology-based 

services. 

Paradox Explanation Example 

Freedom/enslave

ment 

Technology can facilitate 

independence but also lead to 

more restrictive beaviour 

Telephone voicemail services 

facilitate mobility, but also may 

cause the user to adopt a 

regimented approach to 

accessing/answering voicemail 

messages 

Competence/inco

mpetence 

Technology can result in 

feelings of 

intelligence/efficacy but also 

lead to feelings of 

ignorance/ineptitude 

Word processing facilities provide 

a technological service that 

improves standards for written 

documents, but have features that 

perplex inexperienced users 

Efficiency/ineffici

ency 

Technology can facilitate 

both less and more time 

effort spent on activities 

Internet holiday bookings can be 

achieved very quickly, but the 

facility also encourages greater 

amounts of information gathering 
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Fulfils/create 

needs 

As well as facilitating the 

fulfillment of needs, 

technology can create 

awareness of needs not 

previously realized 

The digital camera fulfils the need 

for controlling the �album� of 

snaps, but creates the need to 

improve �menu� handing and 

computer interface skills 

 

Assimilation/isola

tion 

Technology can facilitate 

human togetherness, but also 

lead to human separation 

The increasing availability of non-

terrestrial TV can encourage 

gatherings of people to view 

sporting events in bars, etc. but at 

the same time encourage a 

bedroom culture for young people 

wishing to customize their viewing

Engaging/disenga

ging 

Technology can facilitate 

involvement/activity but also 

lead to 

disconnection/passivity 

For the �backpacker�, sending e-

mail updates to all people in the 

address book ensures involvement 

of many people, but the e-mail 

content can quickly become 

unthinking and standardized. 
Table 1: Mick and Fournier (1998) 

 

The technological readiness index (TRI) is another global, trait-based approach to 

identify adopter segments within high technology product categories (Parasuraman, 

2000). The key contribution of this index, which seeks to identify a consumer�s 

propensity to adopt and use new technologies, is in the finding that a consumer�s level of 

readiness to adopt is positively affected by both the consumer�s level of optimism 

regarding the product�s ability to provide substantial benefits and their level of 

innovativeness with reference to the tendency to pioneer new ideas (Parasuraman, 2000). 

Conversely, this approach suggests that technological readiness is negatively affected by 

discomfort and insecurity regarding both perceived lack of control and scepticism 

towards new technologies (Parasuraman, 2000). 
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Insights from dozens of customer focus groups that we have conducted in a variety 

of sectors (e.g., financial services, online services, electronic commerce, 

telecommunications, and software) consistently suggest that people can simultaneously 

harbor favorable and unfavorable beliefs about technology.  

Consider the Internet, arguably the most pervasive and talked-about new technology 

to be introduced in recent times. While press reports frequently tout-and people 

appreciate-the personal, societal, and commercial benefits of the Internet, evidence of 

some paranoia pertaining to this revolutionary technology also exists. The following list 

illustrates the kinds of concerns people have about the ill effects of the Internet:  

* Proliferation of pornography  

* Surveillance by "Big Brother" 

* Information overload 

* Unreliable information  

* Loss of human interaction 

* Increasing chasm between "haves" and "have nots"  

* Loss of national and cultural identity 

* Fostering of criminal activities/terrorism 

These concerns are psychological barriers that dampen enthusiasm for embracing 

the Internet. Like wise, negative beliefs about new technology in general are likely to 

adversely affect people's technology readiness.  

Although positive and negative feelings about technology may coexist, people are 

likely to vary regarding the relative dominance of the two types of feelings. In other 

words, we can array people along a "technology- beliefs continuum," anchored by 

"receptive" at one end and "resistant" at the other. Moreover, people's positions on this 

continuum can be expected to reflect their technology readiness (see Figure 4).  
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Findings from a handful of studies relating to con- summer / technology interactions 

offer empirical support, albeit indirect, for the conceptual link between technology beliefs 

and technology readiness shown in figure 4. For instance, several studies dealing with 

interactive media suggest the presence of distinct customer segments with differing 

beliefs about, and acceptance of, the media. Likewise, a study of technology-based self- 

service options found that consumers differ in their beliefs / feelings about the various 

options and those consumers with more positive beliefs/feelings are more likely to use the 

various options. 

 
 
 

Figure 4: Links between Technology Beliefs and Technology Readiness 
 

As the foregoing discussion implies, a person's position on the technology-beliefs 

continuum is reflective of his or her degree of technology readiness. The TRI is a 

multiple-item scale that measures people's technology readiness by ascertaining their 

positions on 36 different technology-belief statements. (The TRI Statements are shown in 

Appendix I). Roughly half the statements in the TRI relate to positive beliefs (e.g., 

"Technology gives people more control over their daily lives"), while the rest relate to 

negative beliefs (e.g., "New technology is often too complicated to be useful").  
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Given the criticisms that have been leveled at global constructs of innovativeness, 

it is useful to go beyond the consideration of innate innovativeness and the concept of a 

general sable innovator to consider the contribution of Domain Specific Innovativeness 

theory (Goldsmith et al., 2003). Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991, p. 211) define domain 

specific innovativeness as the �tendency to learn about and adopt innovations within a 

specific domain of interest�. This conceptualization is advantageous in that it may 

increase the likelihood of success in launching and diffusing a new product within a 

market by providing managers with specific and detailed information on the behaviors 

and attitudes of the target innovators within a product category. This in turn, assists the 

marketer to more effectively target the innovator segment via better-developed product 

communication strategies. 

While the research on personal characteristics has been useful to marketing 

management in improving its understanding of some of the characteristics of the 

innovator target market, and whilst also the specific research with regard to technological 

readiness and domain specificity also advances marketers ability to more effectively 

target consumer innovators, these theories tell marketers little about how innovators 

process information and make purchasing decisions. It is the marketer�s understanding of 

these processes which is essential for the creation of effective product positioning and 

marketing communications strategies. 

 

2.2. Utility-awareness approach 
 

While not to deny the promise of domain specific innovativeness theory, 

technological readiness theory and the cognitive style approaches as discussed in the 

previous section, personality based research on innovators has been heavily criticized. 

Foxall (1989, p. 125) notes that �the consensus established over more than a quarter of a 

century is that trait measures of personality add little if anything to the understanding and 

predictability� of innovative consumer behaviour. Moreover, it has been stated in relation 

to changed attitudes leading to changes in behaviour, that �if correlations do exist, they 
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are so weak as to be questionable or perhaps meaningless� (Kassarjian and Sheffett, 

1982, p. 168). 

A number of researchers have attempted to examine alternative methods by which 

innovators may be classified in order to overcome the limitations of trait-based research. 

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971), for example, proposed a typology to describe the utility of 

product attributes that consumers evaluate during the decision-making process: relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability. 

It is argued that the adoption of an innovation will be assisted to the degree that 

each factor is improved. 

Of these characteristics, compatibility and relative advantage have been cited as 

the most influential attributes due to both their direct and positive effects on purchase 

intention and their expected impact on other product attribute variables (Holak and 

Lehmann, 1990). Compatibility is, however, argued to have a dominant influence in the 

consumer decision-making process over relative advantage due to a consumer�s tendency 

to be more concerned with lifestyle compatibility than with product performance (Holak, 

1988). This is supported by Cestre and Darmon (1998) who found that compatibility had 

a greater level of relative importance for early adopters than other product features related 

to complexity and risk. 

Venkatraman (1991) elaborated on Rogers� and Shoemaker�s typology by 

developing an approach which combined the benefits of a product utility and a cognitive 

psychology perspective. The author noted that �sensory innovators�, who are low on the 

need for cognition and who are consequently less predisposed to elaborate on and 

evaluate information, but who are high on the need for novelty and newness, are likely to 

be influenced significantly by the relative advantage of innovations and negatively 

affected by complexity. Conversely, �cognitive innovators� are negatively affected by 

perceived risk (Venkatraman, 1991, p. 56). 

In summarizing, Venkatraman (1991, p. 64) argues that �innovativeness 

tendencies dominate product type in determining which innovation characteristics have 
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an impact on adoption, but the interaction between innovativeness tendencies and product 

type determines the demographic profile of the adopter within each segment of cognitive 

and sensory innovators�. These findings support the suggestion that innovator and 

innovation characteristics are dynamically interlinked. 

Sharp et al. (1996) in more recent work on the utility perspective of the diffusion 

of innovations have reinforced the importance of studying the perceived attributes, and 

hence utilities, of innovations. This approach suggests that those consumers perceiving 

the greatest amount of utility in an innovation are likely to adopt relatively earlier than 

other consumers, all other things being equal (Mahajan et al., 1990). 

This predictive identification of an innovator thus hinges on the notion that for 

adoption to occur: the perceived benefits of adoption necessarily must outweigh the costs; 

the potential innovator must have a relatively high awareness of the innovation and its 

attributes; the innovation must be salient to the needs of the potential adopter; and, the 

situational factors that intervene between awareness and adoption must be favorable. 

A similar model to Sharp et al.�s (1996) utility-awareness approach, albeit with 

reference to high technology products, has been put forward by Davis (1989) in the 

technology-attitude model (TAM). This model suggests that whilst a potential adopter�s 

favourable attitudes towards a product influences behavioural intentions, a positive 

attitude towards overall perceived usefulness has the greatest amount of influence on the 

decision-making process to adopt. TAM is an adaptation of the Theory of Reasoned 

Action (TRA) to the field of IS.  

TRA posits that individual behavior is driven by behavioral intentions where 

behavioural intentions are a function of an individual's attitude toward the behaviour and 

subjective norms surrounding the performance of the behavior.  

Attitude toward the behavior is defined as the individual's positive or negative 

feelings about performing a behavior. It is determined through an assessment of one's 

beliefs regarding the consequences arising from a behavior and an evaluation of the 

desirability of these consequences. Formally, overall attitude can be assessed as the sum 
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of the individual consequence x desirability assessments for all expected consequences of 

the behavior. 

Subjective norm is defined as an individual's perception of whether people 

important to the individual think the behavior should be performed. The contribution of 

the opinion of any given referent is weighted by the motivation that an individual has to 

comply with the wishes of that referent. Hence, overall subjective norm can be expressed 

as the sum of the individual perception x motivation assessments for all relevant 

referents. 

Algebraically TRA can be represented as B ≈ BI = w1AB + w2SN where B is 

behavior, BI is behavioral intention, AB is attitude toward behavior, SN is subjective 

norm, and w1 and w2 are weights representing the importance of each term. 

 
Figure 5: TRA 

Source: Fishbein, M., & Ajzen, I. (1975). Belief, attitude, intention, and behavior : An introduction to 

theory and research. Reading, Mass. ; Don Mills, Ontario: Addison-Wesley Pub. Co 

The model has some limitations including a significant risk of confounding 

between attitudes and norms since attitudes can often be reframed as norms and vice 

versa. A second limitation is the assumption that when someone forms an intention to act, 

they will be free to act without limitation. In practice, constraints such as limited ability, 

time, environmental or organizational limits, and unconscious habits will limit the 

freedom to act. The theory of planned behavior (TPB) attempts to resolve this limitation. 
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TAM posits that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use determine an 

individual's intention to use a system with intention to use serving as a mediator of actual 

system use. Perceived usefulness is also seen as being directly impacted by perceived 

ease of use. Researchers have simplified TAM by removing the attitude construct found 

in TRA from the current specification (Venkatesh et. al., 2003). Attempts to extend TAM 

have generally taken one of three approaches: by introducing factors from related models, 

by introducing additional or alternative belief factors, and by examining antecedents and 

moderators of perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use (Wixom and Todd, 2005). 

TRA and TAM, both of which have strong behavioural elements, assume that 

when someone forms an intention to act, that they will be free to act without limitation. In 

practice constraints such as limited ability, time, environmental or organisational limits, 

and unconscious habits will limit the freedom to act 

 
Figure 6: TAM 

 

This movement away from a purely trait-based approach towards the examination 

of the link between attitudes and perceived utility leads essentially to the more recent 

research of the cognitive theorists who have attempted to consider the influence that pre-

existing knowledge structures may have on consumer attitudes and perceptions of 

innovative products. 

The TAM has received much academic attention, and comprehensive summaries 

of the literature on the TAM and its adaptations can be found in Legris et al. (2003), Lu et 

al. (2003) and Han (2003). It has gained support for both its explanatory and predictive 

properties. For example, Legris et al. (2003, p. 202) conclude that: 
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TAM has proven to be a useful theoretical model in helping to understand and explain 

user behaviour in IS implementation. 

While Lu et al. (2003, p. 207) state that: 

Throughout the years, TAM has received extensive empirical support through 

validations, applications and replications for its power to predict use of information 

systems. 

It has not, however, been the only model used to attempt to explain and predict 

technology acceptance. Venkatesh et al. (2003) reviewed the literature on eight IT 

acceptance research models (TRA; TAM; motivational model; theory of planned 

behaviour; model combining TAM and theory of planned behavior; model of PC 

utilisation; innovation diffusion theory; and social cognitive theory). By integrating 

elements across the eight models, they developed and empirically validated a revised 

version of the TAM, that they called the unified theory of acceptance and use of 

technology (UTAUT) (Figure 1). As with TAM, UTAUT is claimed to aid explanation 

and prediction of technology acceptance in organisations, providing: 

. . . a useful tool for managers needing to assess the likelihood of success for new 

technology introductions and help[ing] them understand the drivers of acceptance. . . 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003, pp. 425-6). 

Adaptations to original TAM model 

Three features of the UTAUT model in Figure 1 demonstrate the adaptations, 

made over time, to the original TAM: 
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Figure 7: UTAUT Model 

 

2.3. Cognitive Structure Approach 
 

The cognitive theorists seek to avoid the weaknesses of the trait-based approach 

and attempt to build on the domain specific and utility-awareness approaches by 

examining how it is that consumers process information and make purchase decisions in 

relation to their pre-existing knowledge. This research also introduces a temporal 

dimension into consumer processing with regard to consumers� perceptions of products 

and product category fit, by suggesting that the response of the innovator segment to a 

product is likely to be dependent upon the timing of the release of critical product 

information. This implies that the marketer, rather than relying on the rather static 

approach of identifying global traits alone, needs to be aware of how the potential target 

adopter will process information with respect to their existing knowledge, attitudes and 

perceptions as well as the order and form in which they receive that information. 
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2.3.1. Categorical Learning 

Traditionally, the categorisation literature has tended to focus on the methods by 

which consumers classify and organise new product information within their knowledge 

structures (Olshavsky and Spreng, 1996). For example, Ozanne et al. (1992, p. 452) note 

that consumers, including young children (Roedder John and Whitney, 1986) use 

similarity-based product categorisation as a conceptual tool to interpret, aggregate and 

respond �expediently and efficiently to market stimuli� (Rosa and Porac, 2002, p. 511). 

In particular, Devetag (1999) noted that the initial information released to the innovator 

segment for new products is critical in establishing and hence determining innovators� 

subsequent judgments of category membership for an innovation. This is supported by 

Moreau et al. (2001a, b) who suggest that whilst innovative products represent a 

significant learning cost for the innovator, marketing management have the opportunity 

to reduce this learning cost and shape innovators� knowledge structures regarding the 

new product through the process of cognitive categorisation and labeling. 

Moreau et al. (2001a, b) investigated the influence of explicit �category labelling� 

which alerts the consumer to a new product�s category membership through maximising 

within category similarity, by directing the consumer to transfer existing category 

knowledge to the new target product�s representation. They found that the first plausible 

category label provided to the consumer induced extensive knowledge transfer from that 

category when compared to category labels which were provided after this initial transfer 

had occurred. Furthermore, the categorisation based knowledge transfer process 

subsequently affected consumers� expectations of the innovation�s performance, as 

inferred by the performance of other products within the existing category, hence 

influencing consumers� preferences for the new product. 

Specifically, explicit product attribute mapping associated with category labeling 

strategies were found to reduce the innovator�s cognitive processing load, optimize 

product comprehension and increase the consumer�s likelihood of adoption. 

These findings suggest that marketers should endeavour to understand the relative 

advantages and disadvantages of particular product positioning strategies for new 
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products based on target consumers� perceptions, particularly given that consumers 

derive inferences and expectations regarding product performance and consequently 

satisfaction, in large part, from the product�s positioning alone (Moreau et al., 2001a, 

b).Critical to the consumer take out of a new product�s positioning is the issue of the 

sequence in which category label information and descriptive information regarding the 

product and its category fit is released (Moreau et al., 2001a, b). 

 

2.3.2. Analogical Learning 
 

More recently, researchers have investigated analogical learning as an approach to 

understanding how consumer innovators attempt to classify innovations (Gregan-Paxton 

et al., 2002; Lawson, 2002; Gregan-Paxton and Roedder John, 1997; Moreau et al., 

2001a, b). Analogical cues implicitly suggest to consumers that the innovative product 

does not directly belong to the product category referred to within the analogy, but that 

the novel object is similar to, or is like, a member of that category. 

These authors note that the conceptual distance which separates RNP from 

existing product categories makes it especially difficult for consumers to utilise their 

previously developed knowledge structures as the RNP will often fail to activate a 

relevant knowledge structure (Gregan-Paxton et al., 2002). 

Analogical learning theory has thus been put forward as a potential method by 

which marketers may assist innovators in learning more effectively and efficiently about 

new products by using and applying knowledge as opposed to simply organising it, as is 

the case with category based learning (Gregan-Paxton and Moreau, 2003). The model of 

internal knowledge transfer proposed by Gregan-Paxton and Roedder John (1997) 

suggests that analogical cues stimulate relational mappings between knowledge domains 

(i.e. �the novel object is like a member of an existing category�) therefore offering 

consumers a paradigm tool for thinking which becomes embedded in their knowledge 

structures and shapes subsequent product evaluations (Lawson, 2002). Marketers may, 
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for example, cue membership via category labels (Moreau et al., 2001a, b) but then 

provide consumers with relation-based interconnections that define the link between the 

target and the base product domains to facilitate learning (Gregan-Paxton et al., 2002). 

Traditionally, new products have been targeted at expert heavy users of product 

categories. This assumption has, however, been challenged recently (Wood and Lynch, 

2002). Moreau et al. (2001a, b) suggest that for �RNP� or discontinuous innovations, 

those with the greatest propensity to adopt, are �novice� consumers who possess 

extensive knowledge in a supplementary or related product domain as opposed to 

�expert� consumers who possess extensive knowledge of the base or primary domain. 

These findings contradict the traditional literature on expertise and innovativeness 

which suggests that experts, and hence heavy product category users, have the highest 

propensity to adopt innovations due to their extensive knowledge of the base domain and 

demonstrated need for the category. 

For example, it is thus suggested that the innovators for digital cameras when they 

were first released, were novices in the base domain (i.e. film-based cameras), who did 

not recognise the relational dissimilarities and who relied on superficial attribute based 

mappings. These consumers possessed less interconnected knowledge structures and 

were consequently better able to comprehend the innovation and hence had a greater 

propensity to adopt this discontinuous innovation, particularly where they were 

knowledgeable in a supplementary product category (for example, computers, graphics 

software and/or printing) (Moreau et al., 2001a, b; Saaksjarvi, 2003). 

From a management perspective, these findings suggest that for RNPs, marketers 

should not attempt to target base domain experts, as has typically occurred in the past, but 

should target the novice as this consumer appears to be the most likely to purchase. 

According to Moreau et al. (2001a, b), such findings point to a serious need for 

marketers and researchers alike to re-examine the conventional wisdom that it is best to 

market innovations to expert consumers. 
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Additionally, it has been noted that marketers have the opportunity to capitalize 

on cognitive switching costs in novice consumers by �increasing the depth of consumers� 

knowledge after the product has been purchased, thereby turning novices into experts� by 

educating novices in relation-based mapping (Moreau et al., 2001a, b, p. 27). 

Similarly, learning by analogy may serve to facilitate the knowledge acquisition 

process by speeding up the discovery of relation-based similarities, which, in turn, 

enables novices to process new product information in a more expert manner (Gregan-

Paxton et al., 2002).  

 

2.4. The Effect of Culture on Consumer Innovativeness 
 

In an international context, culture-related differences in consumer behavior must 

be particularly considered. Although only few studies explicitly address the issues related 

to the diffusion of innovations in different markets, research has shown that consumer 

innovativeness is influenced by culture (Steenkamp et al., 1999; Takada and Jain, 1991).  

Based on Hofstede�s (1980) cultural conceptualization, Steenkamp et al. (1999) 

validated that innovativeness is valued positively in individualistic societies and 

negatively in collectivistic societies. They also confirmed that countries characterized by 

high levels of uncertainty avoidance offer a cultural environment that is less conducive to 

innovativeness than countries with low levels of uncertainty avoidance. In their study, 

Steenkamp et al. (1999) have found support for the assumption that the probability of 

buying new products in high masculinity societies is relatively high, as proposed by 

Mowen (1995). 

Usunier (2000) based his discussion on innovation diffusion across cultures on the 

cultural concept developed by Hall (1976) who distinguishes between high and low 

context cultures. In order to reduce perceived risks in trying out new products, Usunier 

(2000) postulates that consumers of high-context cultures such as Japan, China, Taiwan, 
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or Arab countries tend to �follow the group consensus until there is significant evidence 

showing that the new product is better� (Usunier, 2000, pp. 110-111). Many authors have 

also emphasized the significance of families for acceptance of innovations in Asia 

(e.g. Redding, 1982; Nessim and Wozniak, 2001). For example, a Chinese individual�s 

behavior cannot typically be regarded as an �act of reflecting his own preferences or 

will�, but rather as �a compromise between himself and his family members�, or even as 

�a take-over by his family�s, most often his parents�, preferences or wills� (Yang, 1989, 

as cited in Usunier, 2000, p. 103). This is in direct contrast to the concept of relatively 

independent individuals considered as the relevant consumer decision-making units by 

Western scholars (Usunier, 2000). 
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Chapter 3  

Research Questions and Frame of Reference 
 
In this chapter, we formulate our research questions according to our research problem. 
And our chosen theories is assessed in our frame reference, furthermore, we state the 
demarcations for this study. 
 

3.1 Research Questions 
 

At the end of chapter one our, the research problem for this study was formulated 

as: 

Measuring the staff technology readiness 

And in order to answer the research problem we design three research questions 

which are discussed as follows 
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IT is widely regarded as an enabler of organizational change (Hammer and 

Champy, 1993). And the effective utilization of IT for organizational change includes the 

successful adoption and introduction of IT solutions for changing organizational 

processes., In this respect, Employees can be reluctant to accept and integrate technology 

into their work lives, especially when they perceive, rightly or wrongly, that the 

technology will substitute for human labor and perhaps eliminate their job. Even when 

this is not the case, employees are often reluctant to embrace technology simply because 

they do not want to change or do not see the value in learning the new technology. There 

fore our first question is How ready are people to embrace and effectively use new 

technologies especially e � Business? 

The technology-readiness construct refers to people�s propensity to embrace and 

use new technologies for accomplishing goals in home life and at work. The construct can 

be viewed as an overall state of mind resulting from a gestalt of mental enablers and 

inhibitors that collectively determine a person's predisposition to use new technologies. 

(Parasuraman 2000) 

A cross country and cultural analysis of TR patterns might reveal useful 

information and shows the socioeconomic differences so our second question is do the 

patterns of TR-related findings for the United States hold true in other countries? 

�Corporations are the dominant social institutions of our age� says Richard 

Pascale, author of Managing on Edge, According to Economist report the 300 largest 

Multi national companies control 25 percent of all the productive assets on earth, A 

company such as Philip Morris has a larger annual turn over than New Zeland�s GDP, 

half of world trade is done by multi national companies, and in fact these global firms are 

the new empires roaming and running the world. Thus our third question is what are the 

implications of TRI scores for multinational companies in which technology plays a 

major role? 
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3.2 Frame of Reference 
 

Clear research question based on the relevant literature will act as a focus for the 

research that follows. Research is theory dependent (Sandures et al, 2000) Therefore we 

have designed our research questions based on the literature reviewed in previous 

chapters. 

Question 1: How ready are people to embrace and effectively use new 

technologies especially e � Business? 

According to the Theory of the Reasoned Action (TRA) individual behavior is 

driven by behavioral intentions where behavioral intentions are a function of an 

individual's attitude toward the behavior and subjective norms surrounding the 

performance of the behavior. (Fishbein, M., & Ajzen, I., 1975) 

 Attitude toward the behavior is defined as the individual's positive or negative 

feelings about performing a behavior which is determined through an assessment of one's 

beliefs regarding the consequences arising from a behavior and an evaluation of the 

desirability of these consequences. 

Accordingly the insights from literature review shows that people's beliefs about 

technology have both positive and negative facets. Furthermore, findings from multiple 

studies consistently showed that the various technology beliefs can be categorized into 

four distinct components. (Parasuraman, 2001). Two of these components -optimism and 

innovativeness- -are "contributors" that increase an individual's technology readiness, 

while the other two-discomfort and insecurity- are "inhibitors" that suppress technology 

readiness (see below figure).  
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Figure 8: Drivers of Technology Readiness 

(Adopted from Techno � Ready Marketing, 2001, p34.) 

 

Optimism  

The optimism facet of TR can be defined as a positive view of technology and a 

belief that it offers people increased control, flexibility, and efficiency in their lives. It is a 

general dimension that captures specific feelings suggesting that "technology is a good 

thing." Ten of the statements in 36-item TRI fall under this dimension. The following 

statements illustrate the types of beliefs contributing to optimism:  

* You like the idea of doing business via computers because you are not limited to 

regular business hours.  

* Technology gives people more control over their daily lives.  

* Technology makes you more efficient in your occupation.  

Innovativeness  

The innovativeness facet of TR refers to a tendency to be a technology pioneer and 

thought leader: It measures the extent to which an individual believes that he or she is at 

Technology Readiness 

Contributor

Inhibitors 

Innovativeness Optimism

Discomfort Insecurity 
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the forefront of trying out new technology-based products / services, and is considered by 

others as an opinion leader on technology-related issues. The 36-item TRI contains seven 

innovativeness statements such as the two shown below.  

* You can usually figure out new high-tech products and services without help from 

others.  

* In general, you are among the first in your circle of friends to acquire new 

technology when it appears.  

Discomfort  

The discomfort facet is an inhibitor of TR and pertains to a perceived lack of 

control over technology and a feeling of being overwhelmed by it. It represents the extent 

to which people have a general paranoia about technology-based products and services, 

believing that they tend to be exclusionary, rather than inclusive of all kinds of people. 

The following two items from the TR scale are examples of statements relating to 

discomfort (the 36-item TRI contains 10 such statements):  

* Sometimes you think that technology systems are not designed for use by 

ordinary people.  

* When you get technical support from a provider of a hi-tech product or service, 

you sometimes feel as if you're being taken advantage of by someone who knows more 

than you do.  

Insecurity  

Insecurity, another inhibitor of TR, can be defined as distrust of technology and 

skepticism about its ability to work properly. Though somewhat related to the discomfort 

dimension, this facet differs from it in that it focuses on specific aspects of technology-

based transactions rather than on a lack of comfort with technology in general. Illustrative 

of insecurity items in the 36-item TRI (which contains nine such items) are the following 

statements:  
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* You do not consider it safe giving out a credit card number over a computer.  

* You do not feel confident doing business with a place that can only be reached 

online.  

* If you provide information to a machine or over the Internet, you can never be 

sure if it really gets to the right place.  

We will use Technology Readiness Index developed by Parasuraman, in 2000. to 

measure the staff readiness to embrace new technologies especially e-business. 

Question 2: Do the patterns of TR-related findings for the United States hold true 

in other countries? 

While the evidence does not point to the existence of a global consumer 

innovator, it is, none the less, reasonable to accept that very early adopters in most 

categories, will probably exhibit some generalized traits which will lead to early 

adoption. Characteristics in this regard, which are well supported in the literature, include 

higher levels of education, social interaction, opinion leadership, cosmopolitanism, 

optimism, venture some ness and social status and  so on ; compared to those in the 

population that adopt later (Jana Bowden & David Corkindale, 2005). 

Question 3: What are the implications of such differences for multinational 

companies in which technology plays a major role in interacting with customers? 

The amalgamation of the various streams of research, which attempt to define 

consumer innovators and market to them, is suggested to be a move forward in 

managerial usefulness. It is suggested that managers use a step-like procedure in seeking 

to develop such an approach. (Jana Bowden & David Corkindale, 2005) 

Firstly, there is a need to identify the set of traits which are most likely to 

characterize their consumer innovator for their particular product domain and use these as 

a means of selecting potential respondents for further research. This may be 

accomplished, for example, through an examination of their technological readiness 
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which is capable of assessing the key demographic and trait characteristics. (Jana 

Bowden & David Corkindale, 2005) 

 

 
Figure 9: Emerged frame of reference 

 

3.3 Demarcations 
 

Measuring the staff technology readiness? This research problem will confine 

itself to investigate the staff technology readiness of a multi national company operating 

in Iran 

The study will measure the white color’s technology readiness. 

Measuring the staff Technology 
Readiness

People�s 
Readiness 

Comparing the 
TR results with 
similar studies 

else whereTRI 

Managerial 
Implications of such 

difference 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology 
 
The previous chapter showed how the literature has been conceptualized in this study 
and provided a visual explanation of the emerged frame of reference. This chapter will 
cover the methodology used in this research. The selection of methodology is based on 
the research problem and stated research questions. Motivations and justifications for all 
adopted methodological choices will be given in each section. 
 

4.1 Research Purpose 

Research strategy depends upon the author’s willingness, what author wants. In 

other words research purpose is co-related with the researcher’s desire (Eriksson & 

Wiedersheim-Paul, 1997, quoted by Caroline). Zikmund (1994) takes it as, nature of the 

problem affects whether the research is going to be exploratory, descriptive or casual. 
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Our research problem is to get better understanding of how people embrace new 

technologies especially e-business, the aim of this research is clearly structured, so the 

purpose of research is descriptive. We intend to describe the area of research and try to 

find out the differences and similarities with the reviewed theories. However, this thesis 

is also somewhat exploratory. 

Because Technology readiness is a new area of study and also by the fact that we 

have not been able to find studies that focuses on exactly the same topic as we have 

chosen to do in this thesis. Towards the end of this thesis conclusions are presented by 

answering the research questions. In that sense, this thesis is beginning to explain the 

issues that have been described. This makes our study mainly descriptive but with 

exploratory and explanatory touches. 

 

4.2 Research Approach 
 

Qualitative vs. Quantitative Research Approach 

Qualitative Interest Group of Market Research Society (1992, quoted by chistan, 

1997) says that qualitative research to be a ‘wide-ranging technique encompassing many 

different approaches, and can range from large, time-consuming Government/social 

research contracts to pre-testing of consumer advertising’. According to Chisnal (1997) 

the essence of qualitative research is that it is diagnostic; it seeks to discover what may 

account for certain kinds of behavior; for example, brand loyalty. According to Malhotra 

(1996) qualitative research is an unstructured, exploratory research methodology based 

on small samples that provides insights and understanding of the problem setting. 

Where as Quantitative research (Malhotra, 1996) seeks to quantify the data and, 

typically, applies some form of statistical analysis. 

The typical differences in both the approaches can be seen below  
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 Qualitative Research Quantitative Research 

Objective To gain a qualitative 

understanding of the underlying 

reasons and motivations 

To quantify the data and 

generalize the results from the 

sample to the population of 

interest 

Sample Small number of non- 

representative cases 

Large number of representative 

cases 

Data collection Unstructured Structured 

Data analysis Non-statistical Statistical 

Outcome Develop an initial understanding Recommend a final course of 

action 

Table 2: Qualitative vs. Quantitative Research, Chisnal (1997, p-164) 

We are conducting our research on attitudes, and as we use survey technique to 

gather the required information, we found Quantitative research fulfills our requirements. 

Alvesson & Sköldbery (1994 quoted by Johan) discusses about three ways to draw 

conclusions 

a) Inductive 

b) Deductive 

c) Abductive 

We used deductive approach in our research. We started our research by using 

existing theories in the area of technology readiness because we found it appropriate to 

start up with the established theories to get a solid foundation of our research and to 

further construct the questions based on the technology readiness indexes, (see appendix) 

and then logically to draw conclusions based on the knowledge and empirical findings. 

We have not used inductive and abductive approach because it is time taking and also out 

of our scope of research. 
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4.3 Research Strategy 
 

Zikmund (1994) talks about different types of research strategies for descriptive 

and casual research: Surveys, Experiments, and Observation while Experience survey, 

Pilot study and Case study in exploratory research strategy. 

We used case study for our study. As we had decided to use a quantitative 

approach and we, case study is shown to be the most appropriate choice for our thesis. 

Further supporting for the choice of case study is that the research was conducted 

inside a middle size company, and this made us unable to draw any general conclusions 

but rather generalize to theoretical propositions. 

4.4 Sample Selection 
 

The choice of sampling technique is depend on the feasibility and sensibility of 

collecting data to answer the research questions and to address the researchers’ objectives 

from the entire population (Saunders et al, 2000). According to Saunders et al (2000), 

purposive or judgmental sampling enables to use the judgment to select cases that will 

best to answer the research questions and meet the researchers’ objectives. Purposive 

sampling may also be used by researchers following the grounded theory approach. 

In order to suite our research purpose, the sample collection followed by some 

judgmental criteria. Thus, we use purposive or judgmental sampling technique for our 

study. Before collecting the data we outlined sample selection criteria.  

The multi national companies could be the best sample for us as they ought to be 

front runner in IT system installations, also because of integration and reporting needs 

they have to install the latest up to date international IT system, in this regard the main 

handicap is that accessing to several such companies seems impossible, so I approached 

one in which I could easily access to white color staff, because they are those whom are 

supposed to work with the new IT system, and I asked them to fill my questionnaires. 

Around 22 persons were approached and there was 100% response rate. 
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4.5 Data Collection 
 

According to Chisnall (1997) efficiency of research depends upon reliable and 

valid data collection. According to Malhotra (1996) data collection or fieldwork involves 

staffs that collect data by personal interview (in-home, mall intercept, or computer-

assisted personal interviewing), from an office (telephone, or computer-assisted telephone 

interviewing) or through mail (traditional mail or mail panel surveys with pre-recruited 

households). 

Tull (1990) talked about primary data which are collected expressly to help solve 

the current problem. Chisnal (1997) describes primary data as data that has been collected 

for the first time either by one or more by the use of observation, expérimentation and 

questionnaires. 

Saunders et al (2000) believe that the use of interviews can help to gather valid 

and reliable data that are relevant to the research questions and objectives. Chisnal (1997) 

has described two types of questions, as open-ended or free-answer or free-response, in 

which the interviewee can answer the question in detail using his own words. Closed-

ended questions in which the interviewee has to make a choice in Yes/No or Good/Bad 

etc. 

Chisnal (1997) explains that Secondary data is existing information that may be 

useful for the purposes of specific surveys. This type of data can be available: Internally 

and Externally. Saunders et al (2000) considered that secondary data can provide a useful 

source for your research questions. Secondary data include both raw data and published 

summaries (Saunders et al, 2000). 

We used both types of data, primary data and secondary data, since our 

questionnaires were source of primary data, and similar technology readiness study was 

the source of secondary data. The primary data can be considered as quantitative data 
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since the correspondent’s opinions and point of view had a great importance on the 

outcome of this study. The quantitative data is derived from numbers., 

 

4.6 Data Analysis Method 
 

Qualitative data are based on meanings expressed through words. The collected 

data required classification and analyzed through the use of conceptualization (Saunders 

et al, 2000). 

According to Miles and Huberman (1994), there are two types of analysis, within 

case analysis and cross case analysis. In a within case analysis, collected data in a single 

case will be compared with previous theory in order to identify differences and 

similarities. 

However, in cross case analysis researcher is to be able to compare the single 

cases with each other and to increase generalizability. At a deeper level, the aim is to see 

processes and outcomes across many cases to understand how they are qualified by local 

conditions and thus to develop more sophisticated descriptions and more powerful 

explanations (Miles and Huberman,1994) 

In this research, within case analyses will be conducted. First, case will be 

analyzed and compared with previous theory. This analysis will follow the same structure 

as the frame of reference.  

 

4.7 Methodology Problem 

4.7.1 Validity & Reliability 
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In order to ensure that the results from the research are valid, a research measures 

must also be reliable. But if it is reliable, it may or may not be valid. Hence, reliability is 

a necessary but not sufficient condition for validity. 

Reliability 

According to Chisnal (1997) Reliability refers to the stability and consistency of 

the results derived from research; to be reliable means that the same results would be 

obtained if the measure used in the research were replicated. 

Reliability can be tested by the following methods 

1. By repeating a given test and comparing the two measurements (test-re-test). 

This is done by calculating the correlation between the results of the replicated and 

original tests. 

2. By comparing measurements on two comparable forms of the same test 

(equivalent forms). 

3. By the traditional method of comparing measurements on one-half of the test 

with those noted on the other half, the result being expressed as a coefficient of 

correlation (spilt-half). 

Validity 

Chisnal (1997) notes that validity refers to the extent to which it is free from both 

random and systematic errors, and measures what it is supposed to measure. Validity of a 

test depends upon suitable external criteria being available, and it can be determined by 

any or all of the following methods: 

1. Content validity: established by the personal judgments of experts in the 

particular field. 

2. Concurrent and predictive validity: involving matching test results against 

some external criterion; there appear to be few cases of this type of validation. 
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3. Construct validity by testing ‘known’ groups or types of respondents who 

could reasonably be expected to hold certain attitudes that differ towards some defined 

objects. 

I am going to apply the TRI statements for measuring the staff readiness, In fact 

constructing the 36-item TRI, begun with an initial version of the scale by drawing upon 

insights from extensive qualitative research as well as from other relevant technology-

related studies, The development of the TRI was a collaborative effort between the Dr. 

A.Parasuraman and Rockbridge Associates (a Virginia based company specializing in 

service and technology research). 

This effort involved a multiyear, multiphase research program. The initial phases 

of the program consisted of qualitative as well as empirical studies commissioned by 

Rockbridge's clients to understand technology-related attitudes and behaviors of the client 

companies' customers. 

Building on insights from these preliminary proprietary studies, the program 

concluded with the National Technology Readiness Survey (NTRS), a nonproprietary, 

non-client-sponsored study (underwritten entirely by Rockbridge) for developing a 

general technology-readiness scale based on responses from a countrywide cross section 

of adult consumers. There fore we conclude that the scale is reliable for our study, in the 

mean time to assess a scale’s construct validity-----the extent to which it fully and 

unambiguously captures the underlying unobservable construct it is intended to 

measure-----it must be evaluated further on certain other conceptual and empirical criteria. 

The principal conceptual yardstick pertaining to construct validity is face or 

content validity: Does the scale appear to measure what it is supposed to? Do the scale 

items capture key facets of the unobservable construct being measured? Assessing 

content validity is necessarily subjective and involves examining (a) the thoroughness 

with which the construct’s domain was established and (b) the adequacy of the scale 

items in terms of representing all facets of that domain. As the discussion in earlier 

sections implies, the TRI meets both these criteria. The scale emerged from an extensive 

multiphase research program beginning with qualitative research (including a synthesis of 
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the extant literature on consumers’ beliefs about technology) to explicate the construct’s 

domain, followed by a series of studies to refine and augment the domain and enhance its 

robustness. 

Empirical evaluation of the scale’s construct validity involved examining the 

association between respondents’ TRI scores and their answers to a number of questions 

pertaining to their experience with and perceptions about technology-based products and 

services. 

 

1. Questions about owning or having in-home access to various technology-based 

products/ services (e.g.; Internet service). These questions offered three response choices: 

currently have, plan to get in the next 12 months, and no plans to get. 

2. Questions about use of specific technology based services (e.g., using an ATM 

;). The response choices for these questions were used in the past 12 months, plan to use 

in the next 12 months, and no plans to use. 

3. Questions about perceived desirability of engaging in a variety of ‘‘futuristic’’ 

technology based services (e.g., making full two-way video phone calls; using robot 

checkouts at supermarkets). 

Respondents rated each service on a 6-point desirability scale (1 = very 

undesirable, 6 =very desirable). 

The overall purpose of the analyses linking the TRI scores to responses to these 

questions was to ascertain whether the scores perform as one might expect. 
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Chapter 5  

Empirical Findings 
 
In the previous chapter, the research methodology was discussed. In this chapter, the 
empirical data collected from the case will be presented. The data is collected based on 
our conceptualization and frame of reference in chapter three.  
 

5.1 Descriptive Statistics 
 

The replies to the questionnaire in appendix II was analyzed by descriptive 

statistics and its summary is as follows, 

 

Descriptive Statistics 
 

N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 

Deviation Skewness Kurtosis 

 Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Statistic Std. Error Statistic Std. Error 
Optimism 22 2.60 5.00 4.2591 .53243 -1.573 .491 3.233 .953 
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Innovativeness 22 2.83 4.33 3.6212 .47471 -.404 .491 -1.033 .953 

Discomfort 22 2.10 4.44 3.3293 .63682 -.488 .491 -.509 .953 

Insecurity 22 1.86 4.86 3.5303 .76474 -.127 .491 -.301 .953 

TRI reverse 22 2.64 3.92 3.2744 .41082 .054 .491 -1.207 .953 

Valid N 
(listwise) 22         

Note: All mean values are on a 5-point scale, the overall TRI score for each respondent was obtained by 
averaging the scores on the four components (after reverse coding the cores on the discomfort and 

insecurity components). 
Table 3: TRI and Components, Summary of Descriptive Statistics 
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Figure 10: Distribution of People 

 
 
Histogram showing the distribution of the people in terms of their technology readiness. 
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Histogram of the mean of each components of TRI. 
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Gender

15 68,2 68,2 68,2
7 31,8 31,8 100,0

22 100,0 100,0

Male
Female
Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

 

Summary Statistics of Frequency 
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Female
Male

Gender

 

Age

17 77,3 77,3 77,3
5 22,7 22,7 100,0

22 100,0 100,0

25-34
35-44
Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent
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35- 44
25- 34

Age

 

Education

1 4,5 4,5 4,5

16 72,7 72,7 77,3
5 22,7 22,7 100,0

22 100,0 100,0

High School
Diploma or lower
Bachelor
Master
Total

Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent
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Master
Bachelor

High School Diploma or
lower

Education

 
Means Comparisons 
 
 
Having technology based products and services 
 
Each of the following tables show the mean TRI score  of those who have responded to 
the question of having one of the technology products and services. 
 

 
Case Processing Summary 

 
Cases 

Included Excluded Total 
  N Percent N Percent N Percent 
TRIreverse  * PC 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%
TRIreverse  * Internet 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%
TRIreverse  * Satelite 20 90.9% 2 9.1% 22 100.0%
TRIreverse  * 
Answering machine 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Caller ID 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%
TRIreverse  * Cell phon 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

 
 

TRIreverse  * PC 
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TRIreverse  

PC Mean N 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varian

ce 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis

Skewne
ss 

Currently 
have 3.2590 21 .41446 .09044 3.2798 3.2798 .172 -1.179 .972 .153
Plan to get 
in the next 
12 months 

3.5964 1 . . 3.5964 3.5964 . . . .

Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054
 
 

TRIreverse  * Internet 
 
TRIreverse  

Internet Mean N 

Std. 
Dseviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varian

ce 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewne

ss 
Currently 
have 3.2768 20 .41690 .09322 3.3036 3.3036 .174 -1.169 .992 .053
Plan to get 
in the next 
12 months 

3.5964 1 . . 3.5964 3.5964 . . . .

Total 3.2921 21 .41229 .08997 3.3274 3.3274 .170 -1.171 .972 -.045
 
 

TRIreverse  * Satelite 
 
TRIreverse  

Satelite Mean N 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varianc

e 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis

Skewne
ss 

Currently 
have 3.2536 15 .38898 .10044 3.3274 3.3274 .151 -1.097 1.121 -.005
Plan to get 
in the next 
12 months 

3.4975 3 .40980 .23660 3.5964 3.5964 .168 . . -1.023

No plans to 
get 3.2942 2 .89146 .63036 3.2942 3.2942 .795 . . .
Total 3.2942 20 .42287 .09456 3.3472 3.3472 .179 -1.278 .992 -.062

 
 

TRIreverse  * Answering machine 
 
TRIreverse  

Answering 
machine Mean N 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varianc

e 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis 

Skewne
ss 

Currently have 3.4088 12 .43949 .12687 3.5117 3.5117 .193 -1.374 1.232 -.376
Plan to get in 
the next 12 
months 

3.1092 5 .26098 .11671 3.0473 3.0473 .068 -2.906 2.000 .256

No plans to 
get 3.2099 4 .40720 .20360 3.3036 3.3036 .166 2.383 2.619 -1.277
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Total 3.2996 21 .40317 .08798 3.3274 3.3274 .163 -1.123 .972 -.022
 
 

TRIreverse  * Caller ID 
 
TRIreverse  

Caller ID Mean N 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 
Error of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varianc

e 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis 

Skewne
ss 

Currently 
have 3.2845 19 .40934 .09391 3.2798 3.2798 .168 -1.267 1.014 .185
Plan to get 
in the next 
12 months 

3.0166 2 .53826 .38061 3.0166 3.0166 .290 . . .

No plans to 
get 3.5964 1 . . 3.5964 3.5964 . . . .
Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054

 
 

TRIreverse  * Cell phon 
 
TRIreverse  

Cell phon Mean N 
Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 
Error of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varianc

e 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis 

Skewne
ss 

Currently 
have 3.2590 21 .41446 .09044 3.2798 3.2798 .172 -1.179 .972 .153
Plan to get 
in the next 
12 months 

3.5964 1 . . 3.5964 3.5964 . . . .

Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054
 
 
Means Comparison 
 
Using technology based services  
Each of the following tables show the mean TRI score of those who have responded to 
the questions of using one of the technology based services. 
 

Case Processing Summary 
 

Cases 
Included Excluded Total 

  N Percent N Percent N Percent 
TRIreverse  * Used 
an ATM 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * 
Telephone Banking 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%

 
 
  

TRIreverse  * Used an ATM 
 
TRIreverse  
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Used an 
ATM Mean N 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median 

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varian

ce 
Kurtosi

s 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosis

Skewne
ss 

Used in the 
past 12 
months 

3.2889 19 .42472 .09744 3.3274 3.3274 .180 -1.218 1.014 -.033

Plan to use 
in next 12 
months 

3.5964 1 . . 3.5964 3.5964 . . . .

No plans to 
use 2.9028 1 . . 2.9028 2.9028 . . . .
Total 3.2852 21 .41775 .09116 3.3274 3.3274 .175 -1.252 .972 -.023

 
 

TRIreverse  * Telephone Banking 
 
TRIreverse  

Telephone 
Banking Mean N 

Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean Median

Groupe
d 

Median 
Varian

ce 
Kurtos

is 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Used in the 
past 12 
months 

3.2328 9 .34004 .11335 3.2798 3.2798 .116 -.056 1.400 .181

Plan to use in 
next 12 
months 

3.3756 8 .46621 .16483 3.5677 3.5677 .217 -1.367 1.481 -.589

No plans to 
use 3.2221 4 .55909 .27954 3.1500 3.1500 .313 -1.492 2.619 .555
Total 3.2852 21 .41775 .09116 3.3274 3.3274 .175 -1.252 .972 -.023

 
 
Means Comparison 
 
Perception about futuristic technology products ad services 
Following tables show the mean TRI score in comparison with desirability of one of the 
futuristic technology products and services. 
 
 

Case Processing Summary 
 

Cases 
Included Excluded Total 

  N Percent N Percent N Percent 
TRIreverse  * Maintain a 
Family Homepage 20 90.9% 2 9.1% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Use a robot 
check out at super 
market 

22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Interactive 
Television Show 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Electronic 
Vote 21 95.5% 1 4.5% 22 100.0%
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TRIreverse  * Make a full 
two way video phone call 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Online 
Class 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Electronic 
Book or CD 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

TRIreverse  * Electronic 
Physician 22 100.0% 0 .0% 22 100.0%

 
 
  

TRIreverse  * Maintain a Family Homepage 
 
TRIreverse  

Maintain a 
Family 
Homepage Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varia
nce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtos

is 
Skewn

ess 
Undesirable 2.969

4 1 . . 2.969
4 2.9694 . . . .

Some how 
undesirable 

3.294
2 2 .89146 .6303

6
3.294

2 3.2942 .795 . . .
Some how 
desirable 

3.271
5 4 .67232 .3361

6
3.291

9 3.2919 .452 -5.860 2.619 -.021
Desirable 3.327

9 3 .37240 .2150
1

3.484
5 3.4845 .139 . . -1.558

Very desirable 3.311
2 10 .30636 .0968

8
3.303

6 3.3036 .094 -.316 1.334 .192
Total 3.287

0 20 .42212 .0943
9

3.303
6 3.3036 .178 -1.267 .992 -.004

 
 

TRIreverse  * Use a robot check out at super market 
 
TRIreverse  

Use a robot 
check out at 
super market Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varian
ce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 3.3274 1 . . 3.3274 3.3274 . . . .
Undesirable 2.9694 1 . . 2.9694 2.9694 . . . .
Some how 
desirable 3.3215 7 .40518 .15314 3.3972 3.3972 .164 -.281 1.587 -.680
Desirable 3.3712 4 .48868 .24434 3.4367 3.4367 .239 -.758 2.619 -.626
Very 
desirable 3.2227 9 .45688 .15229 3.0473 3.0473 .209 -1.116 1.400 .526
Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054

 
 

TRIreverse  * Interactive Television Show 
 
TRIreverse  
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Interactive 
Television 
Show Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varia
nce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtos

is 
Skewn

ess 
Some how 
undesirable 

3.484
5 1 . . 3.484

5 3.4845 . . . .
Some how 
desirable 

2.936
1 2 .04714 .0333

3
2.936

1 2.9361 .002 . . .
Desirable 3.138

9 6 .45774 .1868
7

2.973
5 2.9735 .210 -.791 1.741 .851

Very desirable 3.370
7 12 .42478 .1226

2
3.347

2 3.3472 .180 -.771 1.232 -.392
Total 3.268

5 21 .42003 .0916
6

3.279
8 3.2798 .176 -1.287 .972 .098

 
 

 
TRIreverse  * Electronic Vote 

 
TRIreverse  

Electronic 
Vote Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varian
ce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 2.9940 1 . . 2.9940 2.9940 . . . .
Undesirable 3.0963 3 .34288 .19796 2.9694 2.9694 .118 . . 1.437
Some how 
desirable 2.9750 2 .10221 .07227 2.9750 2.9750 .010 . . .
Desirable 3.2522 4 .56121 .28061 3.2480 3.2480 .315 -4.226 2.619 .022
Very 
desirable 3.3997 11 .42556 .12831 3.3671 3.3671 .181 -.322 1.279 -.613
Total 3.2685 21 .42003 .09166 3.2798 3.2798 .176 -1.287 .972 .098

 
 

TRIreverse  * Make a full two way video phone call 
 
TRIreverse  

Make a full two 
way video 
phone call Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varia
nce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtos

is 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 

3.924
6 1 . . 3.924

6 3.9246 . . . .
Undesirable 2.636

0 1 . . 2.636
0 2.6360 . . . .

Some how 
undesirable 

3.120
9 3 .43788 .2528

1
2.902

8 2.9028 .192 . . 1.685
Some how 
desirable 

2.969
4 1 . . 2.969

4 2.9694 . . . .
Desirable 3.770

5 3 .15101 .0871
8

3.848
8 3.8488 .023 . . -1.706

Very desirable 3.217
8 13 .33432 .0927

2
3.279

8 3.2798 .112 -.358 1.191 -.058
Total 3.274

4 22 .41082 .0875
9

3.303
6 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054
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TRIreverse  * Online Class 
 
TRIreverse  

Online Class Mean N 
Std. 

Deviation

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Median 
Varian

ce 
Kurtos

is 

Std. 
Error of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 3.3274 1 . . 3.3274 3.3274 . . . .
Some how 
undesirable 2.9694 1 . . 2.9694 2.9694 . . . .
Some how 
desirable 3.6299 3 .20650 .11923 3.5389 3.5389 .043 . . 1.598
Desirable 3.1658 5 .41276 .18459 2.9940 2.9940 .170 2.134 2.000 1.539
Very desirable 3.2517 12 .45100 .13019 3.3234 3.3234 .203 -1.353 1.232 -.017
Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054

 
 

 
 
 

TRIreverse  * Electronic Book or CD 
 
TRI reverse  

Electronic 
Book or CD Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varian
ce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 3.7317 2 .27274 .19286 3.7317 3.7317 .074 . . .
Undesirable 3.2393 2 .34682 .24524 3.2393 3.2393 .120 . . .
Some how 
undesirable 2.8349 1 . . 2.8349 2.8349 . . . .
Some how 
desirable 3.2369 3 .52206 .30141 2.9694 2.9694 .273 . . 1.700
Desirable 3.5474 6 .26657 .10882 3.4968 3.4968 .071 -2.169 1.741 .303
Very desirable 3.0330 8 .36206 .12801 2.9735 2.9735 .131 -1.118 1.481 .485
Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054

 
 

TRIreverse  * Electronic Physician 
 
TRI reverse  

Electronic 
Physician Mean N 

Std. 
Deviatio

n 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Mean 

Media
n 

Group
ed 

Media
n 

Varian
ce 

Kurto
sis 

Std. 
Error 

of 
Kurtosi

s 
Skewn

ess 
Very 
undesirable 3.3814 4 .39088 .19544 3.3036 3.3036 .153 2.161 2.619 1.126
Undesirable 3.6754 2 .26994 .19087 3.6754 3.6754 .073 . . .
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Some how 
undesirable 3.3150 4 .45622 .22811 3.2542 3.2542 .208 -3.740 2.619 .365
Some how 
desirable 3.2898 3 .59110 .34127 3.3671 3.3671 .349 . . -.578
Desirable 3.3521 3 .44813 .25873 3.5964 3.5964 .201 . . -1.724
Very desirable 2.9956 6 .29295 .11960 2.9735 2.9735 .086 -1.418 1.741 .214
Total 3.2744 22 .41082 .08759 3.3036 3.3036 .169 -1.207 .953 .054
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Chapter 6 

Data Analysis 
In this chapter the data will be analyzed, the analysis will be presented in a way that 
addresses the first two research questions of this study. 

6.1. First Two Research Questions 

In the first research question we asked How ready are the staff to embrace and 

effectively use new technologies especially e-business? And in the second one we 

asked do the patterns of TR --- related findings for the United States holds true in 

other countries? 

In the following sections, we will present the empirical findings and by taking 

insights out of them will try to answer the above research questions 

6.1.2. NPar Tests 
 

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 
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TRI 

Reverse 

N 22 

Mean 3.2744 Normal 

Parameters(a,b) Std. Deviation .41082 

Absolute .119 

Positive .119 

Most Extreme 

Differences 

Negative -.097 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .557 

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .915 

Table 4: One-Sample Kolmogorov Smirnov Test 
a Test distribution is Normal. 

b Calculated from data. 

 

 

TR components Mean 

Optimism 3.84 

Innovativeness 3.18 

Discomfort 3.46 

Insecurity 4.03 

Overall TRI 2.88 

 
Table 5: Summary Statistics for the Technology Readiness Index 

(Parasuraman, 2000) 
 

The mean TRI of 3.2, above Npar tests, and histogram shows that the staffs are 

normally distributed in terms of their technology readiness, albeit comparing with US 

results they hold significant optimism with the mean of 4.2 against US results 3.84 and 

innovativeness with the mean of 3.6 against US results 3.18, also they feel lower   

insecurity with mean of 3.5 against US results of 4.03., The discomfort feeling is almost 

the same between two cultures. 
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Of course, as appendix III shows, the study was conducted in a typical 

manufacturing and sales organization enjoying of 68% (15) males against 31% (7) female 

respondents. 

The respondents were mostly white color staffs consisting of high level managers 

plus experts staff, also the fact that 77% were among 25-34 and there were 72% with 

bachelor degree plus 22% with masters adds to result that the sample is some how an elite 

community, so it seems that people in such level of society in Iran are more technology 

savvy comparing with the average result of US society.  

 

6.1.3. Correlation among the TRI and its Components  
 
 

Correlations 
 

  Optimism 
Innovativene

ss Discomfort Insecurity TRI reverse 
Pearson Correlation 1 .328 -.352 -.164 .647(**)
Sig. (2-tailed)  .136 .108 .465 .001

Optimism 

N 22 22 22 22 22
Pearson Correlation .328 1 -.217 -.088 .539(**)
Sig. (2-tailed) .136  .331 .698 .010

Innovativeness 

N 22 22 22 22 22
Pearson Correlation -.352 -.217 1 .434(*) -.769(**)
Sig. (2-tailed) .108 .331   .044 .000

Discomfort 

N 22 22 22 22 22
Pearson Correlation -.164 -.088 .434(*) 1 -.700(**)
Sig. (2-tailed) .465 .698 .044  .000

Insecurity 

N 22 22 22 22 22
Pearson Correlation .647(**) .539(**) -.769(**) -.700(**) 1

Sig. (2-tailed) .001 .010 .000 .000  

TRI reverse 

N 22 22 22 22 22
**  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).*  Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 6: Correlation among TRI and its Components 
As the above table shows, the correlation between optimism and insecurity is 

weak (-0.164), Likewise the correlation of (-0.088) between people�s technology � 

related innovativeness and insecurity is also relatively low, as are the correlations 

between optimism and discomfort (-0.35) and innovativeness and discomfort (-0.21). 

Thus, even technology optimist and innovators apparently experience technology-related 
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anxieties at level similar to those experienced by individuals who are much less 

enthusiastic about technology to begin with. This intriguing insight is consistent with the 

result mentioned in TRI article (Parasuraman, 2000) and also consistent with the notion 

of �technology paradoxes� (Mick and Fournier, 1998). 

 

6.1.4. Comparisons of the Means  
 

In the reference article (TRI, Parasuraman, 2000), a series of questiones detail of 

which were explained in earlier sections were asked from respondents for validation of 

results, Thus we pilot tested those questions and took out those questions which are not 

applicable in Iranian context for the time being (i.e. credit card, online purchase and so 

on) and apply the remaining ones in our research but the difference here is that we can 

not come up with same ANOVA analysis in the reference article as our sample size is 

relatively small, there fore we here by just present the comparison of the mean TRI of the 

population in respect to their current use of technological products and services and their 

perception of possible futuristic technological advances. 

The fact that the majority of our small sample right now has technology based 

products and services (table 8) are exploiting from Technology services (table 9) - even 

response rate for arguably less complex (from an ease-of-use perspective) and the 

complicated ones are the same, they were 21 having both cellular phone for households 

and PC at home - confirms our findings that our sample is quiet technology savvy, and is 

in line with literature that early adopters in most categories, will probably exhibit some 

generalized traits which will lead to early adoption. Characteristics in this regards, which 

are well supported in the literature, include higher levels of the education, social 

interaction, opinion leadership, cosmopolitanism, optimism, venturesome ness and social 

status, And a glance look at the appendix � showing demographical lifestyle and 

education level of our sample supports this fact. 

Technology � based 
products and 
services 

Currently have Plan to get in next 
12 months 

No plans to get 
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PC at home 21 
(3.2) 

1 
(3.5) 

0 

Internet at home 20 
(3.2) 

1 
(3.5) 

0 

Satellite 15 
(3.2) 

3 
(3.4) 

2 
(3.2) 

Answering Machine 12 
(3.4) 

5 
(3.1) 

4 
(3.2) 

Caller ID 19 
(3.2) 

2 
(3.0) 

1 
(3.5) 

Cell Phone for house 
holds 

21 
(3.2) 

1 
(3.5) 

0 

Number in parenthesis are mean values on a 1 to 5 overall TRI scale, the numbers shown are the replies to each 

question for a sample of 22. 

Table 7: Having Technology � based products and services 
 

 
Technology � Based 

Services  
Used in the past 12 

months 
Plan to use in next 

12 months 
No plans to use 

ATM 19 
(3.2) 

1 
(3.5) 

1 
(2.9) 

Telephone Banking 9 
(3.2) 

8 
(3.3) 

4 
(3.2) 

Number in parenthesis are mean values on a 1 to 5 overall TRI scale, the numbers shown are the replies to each 

question for a sample of 22. 

Table 8: Using Technology-Based services 
 

Findings show that the same fact is repeated in perception about future 

technologies (table 10)in which we see that nearly 50% of our small sample are rating the 

several first simpler technologies as very desirable, and we might say that limited very 

desirable ratings to the last two complex �technologies is consistent with Rogers (1995) 

notion that technology consists both of a software and a hardware component; in which 

the hardware aspect embodies the technology as a material or physical object (e.g. 

computers have hardware such as semiconductors and electric cables) and software is the 

information base used (e.g. coded commands and instructions and other information 

aspects). In many instances the software part of technology is less observable than the 

hardware part, but should nevertheless be taken into consideration when researching 

technology (Rogers, 1995). The hardware-software mixture present in technological 

innovations implies that consumers might need to combine their knowledge from several 

domains for complete innovation comprehension. 
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Future 
Technologies 

Very 
undesirable 

Undesirable Some How 
Undesirable 

Some 
How 

Desirable 

Desirable Very 
Desirable 

 
N 

Maintain a Family 
Home Page on 

Internet 

 
1 

(2.9) 

 
2 

(3.2) 

 
0 

 
4 

(3.2) 
 

 
3 

(3.3) 

 
10 

(3.3) 

 
22 
 

Use a robot check 
out at super 

market 

 
1 

(3.3) 

 
1 

(2.9) 

 
0 

 
7 

(3.3) 

 
4 

(3.3) 

 
9 

(3.2) 

 
22 

Interactive 
Television Show 

 
0 

 
0 

 
1 

(3.4) 

 
2 

(2.9) 

 
6 

(3.1) 

 
12 

(3.3) 

 
21 

Electronic Vote  
1 

(2.9) 

 
3 

(3.0) 

 
0 

 
2 

(2.9) 

 
4 

(3.2) 

 
11 

(3.3) 

 
21 

Make a full two 
way video phone 

call 

 
1 

(3.9) 

 
1 

(2.6) 

 
3 

(3.1) 

 
1 

(2.9) 

 
3 

(3.7) 

 
13 

(3.2) 

 
22 

Online Class  
1 

(3.3) 

 
0 

 
1 

(2.9) 

 
3 

(3.6) 

 
5 

(3.1) 

 
12 

(3.2) 

 
22 

Electronic Book or 
CD 

 
2 

(3.7) 
 

 
2 

(3.2) 

 
1 

(2.8) 

 
3 

(3.2) 

 
6 

(3.5) 

 
8 

(3.0) 

 
22 

Electronic 
Physician 

 
4 

(3.3) 

 
2 

(3.6) 

 
4 

(3.3) 

 
3 

(3.2) 

 
3 

(3.3) 
 

 
6 

(2.9) 

 
22 

Number in parenthesis are mean values on a 1 to 5 overall TRI scale, the numbers shown are the replies to each 

question for a sample of 22. 

Table 9: Perceived Future Desirability of Various Technology-Based Services 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
In this chapter we will present conclusions based upon the findings and analysis derived 
in the previous chapters. Here we will try to answer the last research questions posed in 
chapter three. We will also give some recommendations for further research in this field. 
 

7.1 Conclusions 
 

Before continuing with conclusion, I should here by mention the real limitation of 

this study that in addition to the fact that in our culture, implementing a psycho metric 

tool like our questionnaire which contains sensitive question such as �It seems your 

friends are learning more about the newest technologies than you are� or �When you get 

technical support from a provider of a high-tech product or service, you sometimes feel as 

if you are being taken advantage of by someone who knows more than you do.� Might 
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not appeal to target sample and the response rate might be very low, conducting several 

such a studies on internal customers (staff) of several companies is barely possible. 

There fore we here by conclude based on our only case that It seems people from 

elite community of Iran are generally more technology ready and optimist about 

technology, they do not feel that much insecure, most of them have easy to operate 

technological products, and even most of them are exploiting from technology � based 

services like ATM and Telephone Banking. 

 

7.1.1 First Research Question 
 

Our findings are quiet in line with literature that those with better life style (elite 

community) are more technology savvy than normal community. 

We should conclude that our respondents belonged to early adopter�s category, 

they were the first in the circle of friends to try new things, and they also stay informed of 

cutting-edge developments in technology, they are confident in their ability to make 

technology work for them and prefer to take the time to customize their own software so 

it meets their precise needs. This is a mark of self confidence, since other consumer may 

tend to avoid customizing and accept the default options chosen by the manufacturer. 

Early adopters need less help from technical support and are less likely to feel they have 

problems with technology. They trust new technologies more than other consumers and 

perceive less risk to their security. 

Early adopters are the youngest of any segment, though �young� is relative. These 

adults have the highest income of any segment and are the most educated. They are 

curious about the world around them and like to learn about new things. They are more 

likely than others to be thinkers, preferring cerebral activity to physical pursuits.  

Early adopters are avid consumers of technology based products and services. 

Most own computers, have Internet access at work and home. They embrace 
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communications services such as cell phones and caller ID, and will bypass human 

interaction in favor of ATMs. 

 

7.1.2. Second Research Question 
 

It seems that elite community of a country like Iran are more technologically 

ready comparing with the technology readiness of the public at large gained through 

National Technology Readiness Survey in US.  

 

7.1.3. Third Research Question 
 

As the findings show the ground is quiet ready and the early adopter segment that 

should firstly adopt the system, consist of people who are optimist about technology 

(Mean of 4.2) and do not feel that much discomfort and insecure (3.2 and 3.5)  

At the same time the captured data might be also helpful for forming an 

accountable IT leadership team as the member of the team can be nominated from the 

most technology ready people from each department. 

As mentioned earlier in the problem research section, due to lack of a proper 

integrated IT system, the same information is entered repeatedly into different systems, 

the same forms are filled out and passed around multiple times, the same checks and 

certifications are done over and over. And in order to cope with  this challenge, the 

company intends to follow a program to integrate and simplify core business processes by 

installing an ERP system to support them, the expectation is that by allowing information 

and transaction to flow more easily among different parts of company, the percentage of 

orders that will ship on time will soar, inventory levels will fell sharply and overall 

productivity will get a strong boost., Of course this is only part of the story, because our 

case is an affiliate company operating within a global network of other branch offices and 
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factories owned by the same corporate., and since the ERP system is not still in place, 

Cross-company processes are not coordinated, a vast number of activities end up being 

duplicated. And when activities and data make the jump between companies, 

inconsistencies, errors and misunderstandings routinely arises leading to even more 

wasted work. 

Also on production side, as our case and its other supplier within its network 

become less aware of each others� inventories, shipments, and levels of demand, their 

manufacturing processes become irregular, requiring many stops and starts, delays, and 

unexpected changeovers. 

Now the reality is that despite all the above mentioned problems, The Iran branch 

office has managed to tightly integrate its forecasting processes with other branch offices, 

as soon as the information from customers is used to predict the demand, that forecast is 

transmitted over the internet to other branch offices which incorporate it into their 

integrated ERP systems. In turn, order acknowledgments and confirmations, advance 

shipment notifications, and invoices automatically come to Iran office trough the Internet. 

There could be one explanation to the above magic and as the findings shows, we 

should conclude that as staffs are relatively technology ready, they apply the available 

technology in hand (Internet) like the glue to link the separate processes in separate 

companies. 

 

7.2 Recommendation for further research  
 

Conducting a public survey in Iran and comparing its results with NTRS might 

then explain that whether American seemingly passionate interest in the latest 

Technology is a cultural or a human trait. 

Of course implementing such a heavy research is rarely possible in Academic 

context, there fore the same research should be done on a sample of the pensioners, or on 
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another company similar to our case, and the result should be compared with our results, 

also it might be helpful to monitor the implementation of the ERP system and study the 

actual adaptation results with the prediction gained from peoples� TRI., another survey 

some time after the implementation might also reveal that whether the people�s 

perception vary after encountering with a technological innovation at work, this kind of 

surveys can be used to asses the same respondent�s perceived utility and utility-awareness 

through a utility-awareness questionnaire which, in particular, explores the dimensions of 

compatibility and relative advantage. 

Also reviewing literature shows that applying recent models such as assessing 

consumers� existing knowledge structures and, further using a cognitive, analogical 

approach might also complete this study. 
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Appendix I 
 

Item Pool of TRI Included in the National Technology Readiness Survey (NTRS) 
 
Optimism 
 
OPT1 Technology gives people more control over their daily lives.* 
OPT2 Products and services that use the newest technologies are much more convenient to 

use.* 
OPT3 You like the idea of doing business via computers because you are not limited to 

regular business hours.* 
OPT4 You prefer to use the most advanced technology available.* 
OPT5 You like computer programs that allow you to tailor things to fit your own needs.* 
OPT6 Technology makes you more efficient in your occupation.* 
OPT7 You find new technologies to be mentally stimulating.* 
OPT8 Technology gives you more freedom of mobility. 
OPT9 Learning about technology can be as rewarding as the technology itself. 
OPT10 You feel confident that machines will follow through with what you instructed them 

to do. 
• Computers are easier to deal with than people performing the same service.* 
• You find you are doing more things now with advanced technology than a couple of 

years ago.* 
• You like the idea of doing business by computer because there is no person to 

pressure you.* 
• People can solve problems more effectively than computers. [reverse scored] 
• Society should not depend heavily on technology to solve its problems. [reverse 

scored] 
• People often become too dependent on technology to do things for them. [reverse 

scored] 
• The benefits of new technologies are often grossly overstated. [reverse scored] 
• People tell you that you are too optimistic about technology. [reverse scored] 
• You find that technology designed to make life easier usually has disappointing 

results. [reverse scored] 
• You want to see the benefits of technology demonstrated before you buy it. [reverse 

scored] 
 
Innovativeness 
 
INN1 Other people come to you for advice on new technologies.* 
INN2 It seems your friends are learning more about the newest technologies than you are. 

[reverse scored]* 
INN3 In general, you are among the first in your circle of friends to acquire new technology 

when it appears.* 
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INN4 You can usually figure out new high-tech products and services without help from 
others.* 

INN5 You keep up with the latest technological developments in your areas of interest. 
INN6 You enjoy the challenge of figuring out high-tech gadgets. 
INN7 You find you have fewer problems than other people in making technology work for 

you. 
• You have avoided trying new high-tech things because of the time it takes to learn 

them. [reverse scored]* 
• You are always open to learning about new and different technologies. 
• There is no sense trying out new high-tech products when what you have already is 

working fine. [reverse scored] 
 
Discomfort 
 
DIS1 Technical support lines are not helpful because they don�t explain things in terms you 

understand.* 
DIS2 Sometimes, you think that technology systems are not designed for use by ordinary 

people.* 
DIS3 There is no such thing as a manual for a high-tech product or service that�s written in 

plain language.* 
DIS4 When you get technical support from a provider of a high-tech product or service, you 

sometimes feel as if you are being taken advantage of 
by someone who knows more than you do.* 
DIS5 If you buy a high-tech product or service, you prefer to have the basic model over one 

with a lot of extra features. 
DIS6 It is embarrassing when you have trouble with a high-tech gadget while people are 

watching. 
DIS7 There should be caution in replacing important people-tasks with technology because 

new technology can breakdown or get disconnected. 
DIS8 Many new technologies have health or safety risks that are not discovered until after 

people have used them. 
DIS9 New technology makes it too easy for governments and companies to spy on people. 
DIS10 Technology always seems to fail at the worst possible time. 

• New technology is often too complicated to be useful.* 
• You get overwhelmed with how much you need to know to use the latest 

technology.* 
• With new technology, you too often risk paying a lot of money for something that is 

not worth much.* 
• It is helpful to have a new high-tech product or service explained to you by a 

knowledgeable person. 
• You find it limiting to use high-tech products that are designed to be overly simple. 

[reverse scored] 
• It is not really critical to have a detailed manual for a high-tech product or service. 

[reverse scored] 
• You like to try out all the special features available in a new high-tech product to 

see what they can do. [reverse scored] 
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• People miss out on the benefits of technology when they delay a purchase for 
something better to come out. [reverse scored] 

• You feel you are usually in control of new technologies. [reverse scored] 
• When you have a problem with technology, you prefer to solve the problem on your 

own rather than call for help. [reverse scored] 
• The hassles of getting new technology to work for you usually makes it not 

worthwhile. 
 
Insecurity 
 
INS1 You do not consider it safe giving out a credit card number over a computer.* 
INS2 You do not consider it safe to do any kind of financial business online.* 
INS3 You worry that information you send over the Internet will be seen by other people.* 
INS4 You do not feel confident doing business with a place that can only be reached online.* 
INS5 Any business transaction you do electronically should be confirmed later with 

something in writing.* 
INS6 Whenever something gets automated, you need to check carefully that the machine or 

computer is not making mistakes. 
INS7 The human touch is very important when doing business with a company. 
INS8 When you call a business, you prefer to talk to a person rather than a machine. 
INS9 If you provide information to a machine or over the Internet, you can never be sure it 

really gets to the right place.* 
• Revolutionary new technology is usually a lot safer than critics lead people to 

believe. [reverse scored] 
• A machine or computer is going to be a lot more reliable in doing a task than a 

person. [reverse scored] 
• It can be risky to switch to a revolutionary new technology too quickly. 
• If you purchased something from a machine using a credit card, you would usually 

NOT require a receipt. [reverse scored] 
• If you buy products that are too high-tech, you may get stuck without replacement 

parts or service. 
• Technological innovations always seem to hurt a lot of people by making their skills 

obsolete. 
 
NOTE: Labels are shown only for items retained in the final Technology Readiness Index (TRI); bulleted items 

were included in the NTRS but eliminated during the scale-refinement process. Items with an asterisk at the 
end were included in the preliminary TR scale developed from the Sallie Mae study. 
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Appendix II 
Questionnaire 

 
 

Section 1 
 
Questions on a 5-point scale (strongly disagree (1), somewhat disagree (2), neutral (3), 
somewhat disagree (4), and strongly agree (5)). 
 
Optimism 
 
OPT1 Technology gives people more control over their daily lives. 
OPT2 Products and services that use the newest technologies are much more convenient 
to use. 
OPT3 You like the idea of doing business via computers because you are not limited to 
regular business hours. 
OPT4 You prefer to use the most advanced technology available. 
OPT5 You like computer programs that allow you to tailor things to fit your own needs. 
OPT6 Technology makes you more efficient in your occupation. 
OPT7 You find new technologies to be mentally stimulating. 
OPT8 Technology gives you more freedom of mobility. 
OPT9 Learning about technology can be as rewarding as the technology itself. 
OPT10 You feel confident that machines will follow through with what you instructed 
them to do. 

 
Innovativeness 
 
INN1 Other people come to you for advice on new technologies. 
INN2 It seems your friends are learning more about the newest technologies than you are. 
[reverse scored] 
INN3 In general, you are among the first in your circle of friends to acquire new 
technology when it appears. 
INN4 You can usually figure out new high-tech products and services without help from 
others. 
INN6 You enjoy the challenge of figuring out high-tech gadgets. 
INN7 You find you have fewer problems than other people in making technology work 
for you. 
 
Discomfort 
 
DIS1 Technical support lines are not helpful because they don�t explain things in terms 
you understand. 
DIS2 Sometimes, you think that technology systems are not designed for use by ordinary 
people. 
DIS3 There is no such thing as a manual for a high-tech product or service that�s written 
in plain language. 
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DIS4 When you get technical support from a provider of a high-tech product or service, 
you sometimes feel as if you are being taken advantage of by someone who knows more 
than you do. 
DIS5 If you buy a high-tech product or service, you prefer to have the basic model over 
one with a lot of extra features. 
DIS6 It is embarrassing when you have trouble with a high-tech gadget while people are 
watching. 
DIS7 There should be caution in replacing important people-tasks with technology 
because new technology can breakdown or get disconnected. 
DIS8 Many new technologies have health or safety risks that are not discovered until 
after people have used them. 
DIS9 New technology makes it too easy for governments and companies to spy on 
people. 
DIS10 Technology always seems to fail at the worst possible time. 

 
Insecurity 
 

INS1 You do not consider it safe giving out a credit card number over a computer. 
INS2 You do not consider it safe to do any kind of financial business online. 
INS3 You worry that information you send over the Internet will be seen by other people. 
INS4 You do not feel confident doing business with a place that can only be reached 
online. 
INS6 Whenever something gets automated, you need to check carefully that the machine 
or computer is not making mistakes. 
INS8 When you call a business, you prefer to talk to a person rather than a machine. 
INS9 If you provide information to a machine or over the Internet, you can never be sure 
it really gets to the right place. 
 

 
Section 2 (reliability test) 
 
2.1. Having Technology � Based Products and Services 
 
Technology - Based 
product and services Currently have Plan to get in 

next 12 months No plans to get 

Satellite    
Answering machine at 

home    

Caller ID at home    
Cellular phone for 

households    

Computer at home    
Internet service at 

home    
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2.2. Using Technology � Based Services 
 
Technology - Based 

services 
Used in the past 12 

Months 
Plan to Use in 

next 12 Months No plans to Use 

Satellite    
Answering machine at 

home    

 
2.3. Perceived Future Desirability of Various Technology - Based Services 
 
Questions on 6 point desirability scale (1= very undesirable, 6= very desirable). 
 

1. Maintain a family home page on internet. 
2. Use a robot check-out at the super market. 
3. Watch an interactive television show that allows customization of program 
content. 
4. Vote in a local-government referendum from a home computer. 
5. Make a phone call with full two way video. 
6. Attend an online class that allows electronic information exchange among all 
parties. 
7. Read a book off a CD or the Internet with the aid of a portable electronic viewer. 
8. Allow a computer to help diagnose and treat a medical problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


